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list of abbreviations
a-eJ, alternative end-joining; aP, apyrimidinic; c, constant region; c-nheJ, classical non-

homologous end-joining; csr, class-switch recombination; Dsb, Dna double strand break; 

hr, homologous recombination; htgts, high-throughput genome-wide translocation 

sequencing; i, intronic promoter; Ig, immunoglobulin gene; ngs, next-generation sequencing; 

rPa, replication protein a; s, switch region; shm, somatic hypermutation; tc-seq, translocation 

capture sequencing; V, variable region. 
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1
Genetic instability and cancer
one in eight deaths worldwide are caused by cancer.1 most cancers arise from an accumulation 

of somatic mutations within cells from pre-malignant tumors. these mutations include 

subtle Dna nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions, copy number variations, and 

chromosomal aberrations. in this thesis, we focus on a chromosomal aberration known as 

chromosomal translocations which occur when Dna has been broken and is subsequently 

rejoined to a Dna segment from elsewhere in the genome (figure 1a).2-3 in specific cases, 

the translocation involves two gene bodies, and a hybrid gene is created.4-13 a chromosomal 

translocation can result in expression changes of genes flanking the fusion site.9, 14-16 as 

translocations can lead to gene deregulation, they can drive oncogenic transformation if a 

cancer gene is involved.4, 11, 17-19 although there is ample evidence that translocations are involved 

in the initiation of carcinogenesis, the molecular mechanism underlying these chromosomal 

aberrations remains speculative.4 accordingly, defining novel risk factors that contribute to the 

origin of translocations will provide a deeper understanding of cancer development. 

Figure 1. chromosomal translocations 
and cancer development. chromosomal 
translocations are genetic aberrations 
caused by rearrangement of parts between 
non-homologous chromosomes or between 
segments within a chromosome. Whether 
chromosomal translocations require the 
formation of a single or paired Dsbs is 
unknown. besides repair in cis, examples of 
reciprocal and nonreciprocal chromosomal 
translocation are shown. figure is adapted 
from nussenzweig et al.44 

Table 1. genes involved in rearrangements after 
applying tc-seq on switch activated b cells. the 
associated translocations (or deletion) observed in 
human mature b cell lymphomas are shown (bcl). 
bcl types are abbreviated as follows: malt, mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma; Dlbcl, diffuse 
large b  cell lymphoma; fl, follicular lymphoma; mcl, 
mantle cell lymphoma; bl, burkitt’s lymphoma; b-Pll, 
b cell prolymphocytic leukaemia. table is adapted from 
nussenzweig et al.44.
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Figure 2. chromosomal translocation models. (A) the breakage-first model. Upon Dna damage on 
distant chromosomes, the broken chromosome ends roam the nuclear space by diffusion and undergo 
illegitimate joining when they encountering another Dsb. this model implies that two Dsbs occur first. 
(B) in the contact-first model translocations occur among chromosomes which are in spatial proximity to 
each other. Upon concurrent damage of neighboring chromosomes, the broken chromosome ends are 
mis-joined to form a translocation. (C) in the misrecombination model, homology dependent repair occurs 
when a Dsb is misrepaired via homologous association with undamaged Dna. (D) in the transcription based 
model a Dna–topo i cleavage complex is formed in close proximity to the Dsb. the complex subsequently 
interacts with topo-i bound to a transcription unit (within the same transcriptional factory) on a different 
chromosome. this leads to the formation of a cleavage complex at the latter site. the two Dna–topo i 
cleavage complexes are then reversed by joining to a 5-hydroxyl group on the opposing chromosome. by 
cleavage and ligation this leads to the formation of a reciprocal exchange event. 
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Chromosomal translocation models
the fact that chromosomal translocations are infrequent events has hampered understanding 

their origin. as a consequence, four chromosome translocation models are currently 

considered: (1) the breakage-first; (2) the contact-first; (3) the misrecombination; and (4) the 

transcription-based model.2-3, 20-23 the breakage-first model, first postulated over 70 years ago, 

proposes that double-stranded Dna breaks (Dsbs) occur first in distant chromosomes after 

which the broken chromosome ends roam the nuclear space by diffusion (figure 2a).2, 22, 24 the 

two Dsbs, which simultaneously exist in a single cell, subsequently undergo illegitimate joining 

leading to a mis-joined structure that can give rise to chromosomal translocation. in contrast, 

the contact-first model proposes that chromosomes need to be physically touching before 

mis-joining can take place (figure 2b).2-3 it has been proposed that spatial proximity is likely 

the reason for the occurrence of typical translocations like the Philadelphia chromosome in 

chronic myeloid leukaemia which gives rise to the bcr-abl fusion.25-27 the mis-recombination 

model postulates that homologous recombination between the Dsb and an undamaged 

homologous (or near homologous) sequence on another chromosome results in mis-joining 

of Dna ends, resulting in a chromosomal translocation (figure 2c).20-21 in the transcription-

based translocation model, a Dsb-end is brought in contact with a topoisomerase i (topo-i) 

molecule via transcription. these trapped Dna–topo-i cleavage complexes interact with 

another topo-i molecule on a temporarily inactive transcription unit, at the same transcription 

factory (figure 2D).23 as topo-i enzymes can cut double-stranded Dna, and re-anneal the 

strands, Dna cleavage and strand exchange between the two topo-i cleavage complexes 

can result in a translocation. although an unifying chromosomal translocation model is 

missing to date, it is generally accepted that Dsbs are the critical initiating lesions leading to 

chromosomal translocations.3, 28-29

Chromosomal translocations and dna breaks
chromosomal translocation models can be classified on the basis of the number of Dsbs 

that need to pre-exist before a translocation can be initiated. the breakage-first and 

contact-first models assume that two Dsbs must pre-exist (figure 2ab). this notion is based 

on biophysical experiments which induce Dsbs by ionizing irradiation. When the dose-rate 

was kept constant, the yield of interchromosomal exchanges appeared proportional to the 

square of the radiation dose.22, 30 this quadratic induction of exchanges is easily understood 

as the probability of inducing two Dsbs simultaneously in two chromosomes increases as 

the radiation dose increases (figure  3a). accordingly, a ~80 fold increase in chromosomal 

translocations was observed when two, instead of one, i-scei induced Dsbs were generated.31 

in contrast, the misrecombination and transcription-based model are based on the concept 

that translocation events predominantly arise from a single pre-existing Dsb (figure 2cD). 

these models are supported by experiments where a linear relationship between ultra-

soft X-rays and chromosomal aberrations was observed (figure 3b).30, 32-33 likewise a linear 

dose-effect relationship was reported when Dsbs are induced by mitomycin c.34 taken 

together, these results suggest that the levels by which Dsbs are introduced determine the 

translocation rate.
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Figure 3. first-order vs. 
second-order reactions. 
(A) When considering 
chromosomal translocations 
as second-order reactions, 
which is implied by the 
‘breakage- first’ and 
‘contact-first’ model on the 
origin of cts, two breaks 
need to pre-exist before a 
translocation reaction takes 
place. according to these 
models, one expects that any 

additional Dsb should accelerate the translocation reaction, and result in a disproportional increase in the 
occurrence chromosomal aberrations. (B) a linear increase is expected when a single Dsb can provoke a 
chromosomal translocation event.

Dsb repair and chromosomal translocations
Dsbs can arise from endogenous and exogenous sources. Upon their acquisition, factors are 

recruited to the Dna ends, which activate Dna damage response pathways to coordinate 

the cellular response and repair. three pathways exist to repair Dsbs; homologous 

recombination (hr), classical non-homologous end-joining (c-nheJ), and alternative-

end-joining (a-eJ).35-38 hr and c-nheJ are genetically and biochemically well-defined. Dsb 

repair by hr is rather error-free as it takes advantage of the intact genetic information of 

the sister chromatid which is present in s/g2 phase of the cell cycle. in contrast, c-nheJ, 

the predominant Dsb repair pathway in higher eukaryotes, involves processing of Dna 

ends and consequently is error-prone. if c-nheJ is impaired, a-eJ can compensate, which 

is characterized by a frequent occurrence of microhomology at fusion sites.39 there is still 

no agreement as to whether a-eJ comprises one or more pathways.36 to date, a-eJ has 

been defined as any form of end-joining that preferentially occurs in the absence of c-nheJ 

factors. although c-nheJ and hr ensure that Dsbs are normally effectively repaired, 

when these strategies fail, illegitimate joining of two unrelated Dna ends can give rise to a 

chromosomal translocation. in fact, deficiency in c-nheJ leads to an increased occurrence 

of translocations indicating that normally c-nheJ suppresses translocations.40 interestingly, 

as microhomology is frequently observed in the majority of translocation junctions, and a-eJ 

prefers ends with short microhomologies, strongly suggest a role for a-eJ in establishing 

a translocation.1, 36, 41-42 the lack of extensive homology at translocation junctions sites, 

excludes hr as a repair pathway in establishing translocations. the fact that a-eJ has not been 

characterized at the molecular level has hampered the understanding the exact mechanism 

leading to translocations. hence, novel insights into the mechanism(s) of a-eJ are likely to 

provide novel clues on how translocations arise.
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B cells as a model system to study chromosomal translocations
chromosomal translocations are frequently observed within b cell malignancies5-17, 19 which is 

in line with the notion that the development of b cell malignancies occurs relatively frequent; 

about 20 new cases of lymphomas are diagnosed per 100000 people per year in the Western 

world of which 95% are of b cell origin.43 b cells are therefore a favored model system in which 

chromosomal translocations are studied. of note, most incipient cancer cells likely share 

fundamental mechanisms involved in the development of, and protection against, chromosomal 

translocations.44 the majority of non-hodgkin’s lymphomas are of germinal center or post-

germinal center origin.45-46 germinal centers are sites within lymphoid organs where antigen 

selected b cells proliferate, differentiate, and further improve the antibody repertoire by 

initiating two processes: class switch recombination (csr) and somatic hypermutation (shm). 

both processes require an enzyme known as activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD).47-48

Activation-induced cytidine deaminase
in 1999 muramatsu and collaborators discovered aiD by comparing subtracted cDna from 

switch- and non-induced murine b lymphoma ch12f3-2 cells49. an open reading frame of 1.2 kb 

in length was revealed, encoding the 198-residue protein with a molecular mass of 24kDa. 

based on the crystal structure of a yeast ortholog called cDD1, aiD’s molecular structure 

was predicted. 50 aiD’s catalytic function is to remove the amino group from a cytosine base, 

turning it into a uracil. therefore it changes a c:g base pair into a U:g mismatch within Dna. 

harris and liddament provided a model of the Dna deamination reaction within the potential 

catalytic centre of aiD where the histidine and cysteine residues within this catalytic centre 

likely coordinate a zinc ion that is necessary for its catalytic activity.51 the glutamic-acid residue 

further helps to produce the hydroxide ion that is required for amine-group removal. Due to 

its Dna modifying activity, aiD is a potential threat for genomic integrity. several mechanisms 

therefore exist to restrict aiD’s activity in the genome. for example, its nuclear localisation 

signal (nls) and nuclear export signal (nes) strongly restricts aiD’s presence in the nucleus.52-53 

as a consequence aiD predominantly locates within the cytoplasm (>99%).52-55 in addition, 

aiD prefers to deaminate ssDna within a preferred Dna sequence hotspot (Wrcy motifs 

W=adenine or thymine, r=purine, c=cytosine, y=pyrimidine, or the inverse rgyW g=guanine) 

only after activation by Pka phosphorylation.

Aid induces DSBs to enable csr
b cells of the germinal center can change their antibody isotype (from igm to iga, ige or 

igg) by csr (figure 4). csr requires the activation of b cells and defined external stimuli. 

Depending on the signals, specific intronic (I) promoters become activated which are located 

upstream of highly repetitive and conserved switch (S) regions. for example, when b cells are 

activated with lPs and il-4, both the Iμ and Iγ1 promoters become activated and subsequently 

the Sμ and Sγ1 region become highly transcribed. similarly, stimulation with il-5 will elevate 

the expression of Sμ and Sα. as a consequence of high transcriptional activity, single-stranded 

Dna is highly exposed in two independent switch regions which enable replication Protein 
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a (rPa) to bind and stabilize it. rPa interacts with activation-induced cytidine deaminase 

(aiD), which is highly expressed in b cells of the germinal center.49, 56 Upon activation of aiD by 

Pka mediated phosphorylation, aiD can deaminate cytosine into uracils (figure 5a).57-59 aiD 

deamination preferentially occurs within ‘hot spots’ matching the rgyW/Wrcy motif (r is g 

or a, y is t or c, and W is a or t).56-58, 60 the uracils generated can be hydrolyzed from the sugar 

phosphate backbone by the uracil-Dna glycosylase, thereby leaving apyrimidinic (aP) sites.59 

the aP sites are recognized by aP endonucleases that break the phosphodiester bonds at the 

aP sites. if these processes occur on opposite strands, a Dsb is generated in a S region. When 

two Dsbs are generated in two individual switch regions, the intervening Dna between those 

S-regions is deleted as a switch circle which enables the substitution of Cμδ with one of the 

downstream constant gene segment (Cγ, Cα or Cε) (figure 4). the free ends of the Dna are 

rejoined by c-nheJ or a-eJ to link the variable domain exon (VDJ segment) to the desired 

downstream constant domain exon of the antibody heavy chain. as a result, the VDJ segment 

is linked adjacent to a downstream constant region. csr increases the flexibility of the 

humoral immune response as it allows to exploit the different capacities of immunoglobulin’s 

to activate appropriate effectors mechanisms. 

Aid induces somatic hypermutation in gc b cells
besides csr, aiD is essential for the induction of shm.48 shm enables b cells to generate 

point mutations in IgV regions and eventually change the affinity of the antibody for the 

cognate antigen. During shm, aiD deaminates cytosine to uracil within the V(D)J segment 

Figure 4. aiD induces csr and shm. csr exchanges the immunoglobulin gene heavy chain constant region 
(Cμ/Cδ) with one of the downstream Ch (Cγ, Cα or Cε) genes. csr follows a deletion-recombination 
reaction, which requires aiD activity and involves the generation of Dsbs in S regions followed by Dsb 
repair. as a consequence the VDJ segment is juxtaposed to another Ch region and the intervening 
sequence between two independent S regions is deleted as an extrachromosomal switch circle. besides 
csr, aiD also induces shm. shm inserts predominantly point mutations in rearranged V regions of 
rearranged V(D)J exon of immunoglobulin heavy- and light-chain genes. mutagenesis is achieved by 
error-prone processing of uracil, the product of cytosine deamination.
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of IgH and IgL chain genes (figure 4).61 as a consequence of deamination, a c:g basepair is 

converted into a U:g mismatch (figure 5a). this lesion is normally repaired efficiently by the 

base-excision repair (ber) or mismatch repair (mmr) pathway. to establish mutations from 

this primary lesion, these error-free repair pathways are overruled by error-prone mutator 

pathways during shm of Ig genes. if the U:g mismatch is not repaired, replication of the 

uracil instructs a template t and thereby generates transitions (c/g to t/a). if the uracil is 

processed by the uracil-Dna glycosylase (Ung) an abasic site is generated and error-prone 

replication by damage tolerant translesion synthesis polymerases can generate transitions and 

transversions (c/g to t/a and c/g to g/c or g/c to a/t). alternatively, the uracil is detected as 

a U:g mismatch by the mismatch recognition system and a gap is formed around the initial U:g 

mismatch. error-prone gap filling by error-prone translesion synthesis polymerases generate 

predominantly a/t mutations around the initial lesion.62-6364-65 b cells of the gc can acquire aiD 

dependent point mutations in their v(D)J regions at a rate of about 10-3 per generation, which 

is six orders of magnitude higher as compared to spontaneous mutations in house keeping 

genes. the introduction of these point mutations may ultimately culminate in the survival 

of b cells which generate antibody variants that are of higher affinity for the antigen. Within 

the germinal center, b cells with highest affinities for the antigen are selected and allowed to 

differentiate into antibody producing plasma cells or long-lived memory b cells. the latter 

contributing to an effective immune responses upon a recall infection. 

Figure 5. Dna deamination. (A) 
Deamination is the hydrolysis 
reaction of cytosine into uracil, 
releasing ammonia in the 
process. this results in a U:g 
mismatch. (B) Deamination 
of 5-methylcytosine results 
in thymine and ammonia. 
this process results in a t:g 
mismatch.
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1 Alternative functions of aid
as aiD has been shown to be also expressed in non-b cells (albeit at lower levels) it may 

exert other functions besides inducing shm and csr.66 in line with this notion, aiD has been 

identified as the founding member of the aPobec gene family of cytosine deaminases.67 the 

aPobec family of enzymes is an effective arm of innate immunity to viral elements. With the 

exception of rna editing enzyme aPobec-1, members of this family modify cytosine within 

viral Dna to control retro-elements for instance by retroviral hypermutation. evolution 

appears to have tailored this defense system of innate immunity, to improve adaptive immunity 

by enabling shm and csr of ig genes.68 besides its contribution to immune responses, 

aiD has been proposed to be involved in active Dna demethylation.69-71 after deaminating 

5-methylcytosine, a t:g mismatch results (figure 5b). this t:g mismatch is proposed to 

be subsequently processed by mbd4 glycosylase. the resulting gap is finally filled by an 

unmethylated cytosine.71 however, the recent discovery and characterization of tet enzymes 

provided an alternative mode of action for active Dna demethylation, which has challenged 

the relevance of aiD in this process.72-76 

Aid targeting in ig genes and lymphogenesis 
the generation of aiD-induced Dsbs during csr enables isotype switching which improves the 

humoral immune response to increase the organism fitness. at the same time, the generation 

of Dsbs is unfavorable as these lesions, if not repaired, can be highly genotoxic. for instance, 

chromosomal translocations can be provoked by those Dsbs and thereby csr can risk the 

development of non-hodgkin lymphomas. indirect evidence supporting a role for aiD in 

lymphomagenesis was based on characterization of a number of recurrent translocations 

in defined non-hodgkin lymphomas. these studies revealed switch regions, the prime aiD 

target, as frequent translocation partners.45-46, 77 more direct evidence for a critical role of aiD 

in the generation of translocations came from in vitro studies showing that aiD promotes 

chromosomal translocations involving the proto-oncogenes c-myc and the S regions in mouse 

splenic b cells stimulated with lPs and il-4.78 furthermore, studies using an il-6 transgenic 

mouse model showed that aiD is required for the generation of il-6 induced cMyc-IgH 

translocations in hyperplasic lymph nodes, which can lead to plasmacytomas.79 aiD was also 

shown to be required for c-myc/IgH chromosome translocation in vivo.79-80 besides inducing 

Dsb, a aiD mutation signature was recently found in the immunoglobulin locus of many b cell 

malignancies.81 taken together, there is ample evidence that aiD increases chromosomal 

translocation risk by inducing Dsbs specifically in Ig loci.48 

Aberrant targeting of aid and lymphomagenesis
besides specific targeting to Ig loci, it has been proposed that aiD off-targeting further 

contributes to the exceptional gnomic instability of germinal center b cells. robbiani et al. 

were the first to provide evidence for the view that aiD is required for the c-Myc Dna breaks 

required for IgH-c-Myc translocations.82 in addition, aiD has also been implicated to induce 

many other unintentional Dsbs throughout the genome, thereby increasing the chromosomal 
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translocation risk.18, 83 besides the initiation of Dsbs, aiD is thought to induce somatic point 

mutations in many non-Ig genes. this concept was fueled by the intriguing observation that 

the Bcl6 proto-oncogene is mutated in gc and post-gc b cells of healthy individuals. of 

note, the pattern of mutations found in Bcl6 appeared similar as was found in hypermutated 

Ig genes.84-85 subsequent studies further suggested that aiD may initiate mutations in a number 

of non-Ig genes.60, 86-88 in contrast to the view of unintentional off-targeting, others proposed 

that aiD functionally binds to spt5 at stalled promoters throughout the genome.89 a genome-

wide function of aiD has also been proposed in primordial germ cells, where aiD was proposed 

to be involved in active Dna demethylation in gene bodies.90 although the extent by which 

aiD targets throughout the genome is unclear, the mutagenic potential of aiD critically clearly 

depends on its expression levels. overexpression of aiD causes a mutator phenotype in E.coli, 

hybridomas, fibroblasts, and aiD transgenic mice develop t cell lymphomas and adenomas by 

introducing point mutations in non-Ig genes and oncogenes 91 that in normal b cells are not 

subject to shm.92-94

Figure 6. typical work-flow of next-generation sequencing (ngs) approaches. ngs-based approaches 
are increasingly important in basic biological research as they enable genome-wide and whole-genome 
analyses. these approaches include chiP-seq, rna-seq, htgts, 4c, and methylcap. ngs-based 
approaches take advantage of the possibility to generate billions of reads within a few days. although 
initial sample processing differs between approaches, all samples will eventually involve the generation 
of a pool of Dna fragments to which adapters can be ligated. subsequent Pcr amplification generates a 
sequence library. this library is sequenced after which they can be mapped to a reference genome. many 
ngs-based approaches finally aim to determine the amount of uniquely mapping sequencing reads within 
a specific genomic element of interest (genes, promoters, enhancer, etc). 
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1 Aim of the project and its implications
mature b cells are highly predisposed to neoplastic transformation. this project was initiated 

to improve our understanding of the underlying molecular factors contributing to their 

exceptional genetic instability. given the mutagenic potential of aiD, revealing the specificity 

of aiD targeting throughout the genome became central to understand the neoplastic 

predisposition of b cells. a chromatin binding profile of aiD may provide potential hotspots of 

aiD-induced mutagenesis. besides subtle genetic alterations like point mutations, hotspots for 

Dsbs in non-Ig genes can be provided. the latter may provide novel insights in the origins of 

chromosomal translocations in b cells, and the role of aiD in initiating these lesions. given the 

relevance of chromosomal translocations in the generation of defined b cell malignancies, this 

project also aimed to identify aiD-independent translocation risk factors. 

Approach: integrative analyses of ngs-based technologies
at the onset of this project, studies on aiD were restricted to specific genes, leaving the 

genome-wide impact of aiD unknown. technologies involving next-generation sequencing 

(ngs) appeared indispensable to define the genome-wide impact of aiD. ngs-based 

techniques are powerful tools to unravel biological processes. however, as these ngs-based 

techniques generate huge data sets, their proper analyses are most complex, challenging and 

time-consuming. nevertheless, to approach this project, we designed novel bioinformatics 

algorithms mainly using the programming language ‘r’. in addition we integrated publicly 

available omics data with novel experimental data to test our hypotheses. We integrated 

rna-seq, chiP-seq, methylcap-seq, 4c, htgts, tc-seq, DamiD and Dam-profiling all obtained 

from the b cell system.

Thesis outline
this project was initiated to define risk factors for genomic instability of b cells. 

We are the first to challenge the widely hold belief that aiD destabilizes the b cell genome 

by binding and deamination of cytosines throughout the genome. in chapter 2 we question 

previous conclusions on genome-wide aiD targeting obtained with a chiP-seq approach on 

switch activated b cells.95 the authors concluded that aiD preferentially binds ~6000 genes 

and generically binds to stalled promoters.89, 95 however, applying chiP-seq to identify genomic 

targets of aiD is not trivial, given that aiD is not a true chromatin-associated protein. most aiD, 

which is encoded by the Aicda gene, is retained in the cytosol and only a small portion of the 

aiD pool is actively shuttled between the cytoplasm and nucleus. of the nuclear fraction, only a 

small proportion is expected to interact with chromatin. hence, extensive controls are needed 

to ensure that the measured signal derives from a specific enrichment of aiD bound chromatin 

in Aicda+/+ b cells. based on our reanalysis we conclude that the chiP-seq experiment provided 

did not reveal aiD binding and therefore did not support the authors’ conclusions.

given the proposed role of aiD in active Dna demethylation, we assessed a potential role 

of aiD as an epigenetic eraser and transcriptional regulator in chapter 3.90 Well-controlled 

rna-seq experiments involving different b cell subsets revealed that Aicda−/− b cells are 
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developmentally affected. however as shown by rna-seq, methylcap-seq, and snP analysis 

these transcriptome alterations unlikely relate to aiD, but alternatively to a cba mouse 

strain derived region around the targeted Aicda locus. Unexpected confounding parameters 

were revealed, which provide alternative, aiD-independent interpretations on genotype-

phenotype correlations previously reported in numerous studies on aiD using the Aicda−/− 

mouse strain.

in chapter 4 we assessed the degree by which genome-wide studies were controlled for the 

potential confounding variables identified between Aicda−/− and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets. to test 

this in an unbiased manner, we developed a control-checklist for studies involving microarray- 

and/or ngs-based technologies. after applying this checklist on studies proposing genome-

wide targeting and/or activity of aiD we conclude that evidence for extensive genome-wide 

targeting of aiD is lacking.

since whole-genome targeting by aiD appears irrelevant to genomic instability of b cells, 

our investigations on chromosomal translocations turned to experiments unrelated to aiD. 

While transcription has long been associated with chromosomal translocations, the exact 

nature of its contribution remains unknown. in chapter 5 we integrated whole-genome Dam-

profiling, rna-seq and high-throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts) 

data from the b cell system to distinguish between direct, transcription-related effect (gene 

activity) and indirect, transcription-associated effects (gene access).42 based on our analyses, 

we conclude that beyond the formation of a primary Dsb, gene access and not transcription 

per se determines the translocation risk of active genes. hence, we are the first to explain why 

expressed genes become frequently involved in translocations.

Chapter 6 provides a critical viewpoint on the origin of chromosomal translocations. 

accordingly, the role of aiD in inducing translocations in b cells is reassessed. the frequent 

involvement of Ig loci in chromosomal translocations of b cell malignancies emphasizes the 

oncogenic potential of aiD-induced Dsbs in Ig genes. however, a mutagenic role for aiD outside 

Ig loci appears rather limited. We propose that chromosomal translocations are predominantly 

initiated by Dna-ends from a single Dsb, which in switch-induced b cells are scheduled in the 

immunoglobulin IgH locus.
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the activation-induced cytidine deaminase aiD (encoded by Aicda) is essential in triggering 

the somatic hypermutation, gene conversion and class-switch recombination of genes 

encoding immunoglobulins.1 in an article published in Nature Immunology, yamane et al. 

addressed a central issue in aiD biology.2 applying chromatin immunoprecipitation followed 

by deep sequencing (chiP-seq) to primary, switch-induced b cells, they set out to establish 

the chromatin-binding ‘preferences’ of this Dna modifier. Using chiP-seq to identify genomic 

targets of aiD is not trivial, given that aiD is not a true chromatin-associated protein. most aiD 

is retained in the cytosol and only a small portion of the aiD pool is actively shuttled between 

the cytoplasm and nucleus.1 of the nuclear fraction, only a small proportion is expected to 

interact with chromatin. hence, extensive controls are needed for measurement of specific 

enrichment of the minor chromatin-bound aiD fraction in Aicda+/+ b cells relative to its 

absence in Aicda−/− b cells. here we argue that the chiP-seq data provided do not support the 

authors’ conclusions.2

to determine whether there was locus-specific enrichment for aiD we mapped sequence 

‘reads’ of both chiP-seq libraries to the mouse reference genome. for further analysis we 

only used deduplicated uniquely mapping reads. for both the Aicda+/+ and Aicda−/− samples, 

we counted mapped reads in the islands as defined by sicer3, the peak-finding algorithm the 

authors applied. after linear normalization of the counts, we correlated the results for both 

samples. this unbiased analysis showed that Aicda+/+ and Aicda−/− samples did not differ in 

the read counts in islands, including those located in well-described targets of aiD, and that 

binding by aiD was not likely to be measured (figure 1a).

Figure 1. analysis of chiP-seq libraries of switch-induced Aicda+/+ and Aicda−/− b cells. (a) genome-wide 
correlation of unique read counts (after linear normalization) in islands of reported aiD targets (key) in 
Aicda+/+ and Aicda−/− samples, determined with the sicer algorithm. (b) Density of unique read counts 
(after linear normalization) in promoters classified as elongating, stalled or unclassified2, in Aicda+/+ and 
Aicda−/− cells.
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for ‘generic’ comparison of the Aicda+/+ and Aicda−/− libraries, we reanalyzed the distribution 

of mapped reads in the various promoter classes defined by the authors (stalled, elongating or 

unclassified; supplementary table 1 in reference 2). this classification is based on (relative to) 

the occupancy of rna polymerase ii measured in promoters and the gene body.4 We did not 

find a ‘preference’ for aiD binding in a specific promoter class (figure 1b). our findings also 

affect another published study using the same chiP-seq experiment to support the hypothesis 

that aiD ‘preferentially’ accumulates at stalled promoters.5 our reanalysis of that chiP-seq 

experiment also indicates that retrospective association of aiD-binding sites with open 

chromatin regions (such as active histone marks and promoters) is premature.

‘generic’ and local differences between two large data sets do occur because of technical and 

biological variations in genome-wide studies.6 at least one true biological replicate is regarded 

as the minimal prerequisite for estimating whether a difference in results obtained in two 

different conditions has a biological or technical origin.7-9 this is particularly important for aiD, 

for which enrichment of specific protein-Dna complexes is limited. Unfortunately, the studies 

of yamane et al. lack biological replicates.2 moreover, the preparation of the Aicda−/− and Aicda+/+ 

samples is not equivalent, as the Aicda−/− sample underwent a single immunoprecipitation and 

the Aicda+/+ sample underwent a combination of three immunoprecipitations. consequently, 

the degree of ‘success’ (reproducibility and specificity) of the single immunoprecipitation 

of the Aicda−/− sample and each of three combined immunoprecipitations of the Aicda+/+ 

immunoprecipitations remains unknown. notably, even if true biological replicates were 

included, differences in genomic elements are not necessarily aiD dependent, as such 

differences can be the consequence of many aiD-independent factors.7-9

When independently confirming putative genomic aiD-binding sites, comparison of the 

mutation loads of b cells with transgenic expression of aiD under the control of a promoter-

enhancer cassette from the immunoglobulin k-chain gene (igk) and deficient in uracil Dna 

glycosylase (Igk-aiD Ung−/− b cells) with those of Aicda−/− b cells is invalid. the experimental 

protocols do not control for the duration and amount of aiD expression, or the repair capacity 

of Igk-aiD Ung−/− b cells, all of which are also nonphysiological. the last point is well documented 

in the first report of igk-aiD mice showing that in such mice, even in the presence of Ung, 

more than 95% of all mutations are generated in resting b cells, in which normally aiD is not 

expressed.10 hence, these comparisons cannot be considered as confirmation of physiological 

aiD binding and activity.

in summary, generating and confirming the chromatin profile of aiD is not trivial but 

requires many specific precautions and controls. the experimental setup of yamane et al. 

does not meet the generally accepted criteria and standards for the design, performance and 

analysis of a chiP-seq experiment.7-9 the following conclusions are not supported by the data: 

that the chiP-seq analysis of aiD in activated b cells was successful; that recruitment of aiD 

indicates hypermutation; that aiD ‘preferentially’ targets genes in open chromatin; that the 

recruitment of aiD follows the distribution of rna polymerase ii; and that aiD ‘preferentially’ 

binds stalled promoters.5
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abstract
the Aicda locus encodes the activation induced cytidine deaminase (aiD) and is highly 

expressed in germinal center (gc) b cells to initiate somatic hypermutation (shm) and class 

switch recombination (csr) of immunoglobulin (ig) genes. besides these ig specific activities 

in b cells, aiD has been implicated in active Dna demethylation in non-b cell systems. We here 

determined a potential role of aiD as an epigenetic eraser and transcriptional regulator in 

b cells. rna-seq on different b cell subsets revealed that Aicda-/- b cells are developmentally 

affected. however as shown by rna-seq, methylcap-seq, and snP analysis these transcriptome 

alterations may not relate to aiD, but alternatively to a cba mouse strain derived region around 

the targeted Aicda locus. these unexpected confounding parameters provide alternative, 

aiD-independent interpretations on genotype-phenotype correlations previously reported in 

numerous studies on aiD using the Aicda-/- mouse strain.
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introDUction 
During b cell development the gc cycle is initiated when mature b cells contact with cognate 

follicular helper t cells within secondary lymphoid organs. extensive proliferation of antigen-

primed b cells causes secondary follicles to polarize and form two micro-anatomically distinct 

regions within the gc, the t cell zone-proximal dark zone (DZ) and the distal light zone (lZ). 

in the DZ, rapidly proliferating b cells (centroblasts (cb)) can change the genetic code of 

antibodies due to the initiation of two independent processes: somatic hypermutation (shm) 

and class switch recombination (csr). exit of the centroblast from the cell cycle coincides with 

the relocation of non-cycling gc b cells (centrocytes (cc)) to the lZ. the lZ contains antigen 

specific follicular helper t cells and networks of follicular dendritic cells. the latter are coated 

with immune-complexes. ccs continuously scan these coated follicular dendritic cells to test 

their variant b cell receptors for antigen binding ability. eventually, these cells differentiate into 

memory b cells to establish immunological memory or plasma b cells to ascertain effective 

immunity. survivors of the gc reaction express the appropriate antibody class and bind antigen 

with higher affinity (mcheyzer-Williams et al., 2012). the observation that the vast majority of 

mature b cell lymphomas arise from gc implies that b cells undergoing the gc reaction are at 

high risk for oncogenic transformation (kuppers and Dalla-favera, 2001). 

the crucial finding, that both shm and csr require the activity of aiD led to the first 

profound insights into the molecular mechanism of these processes (Di noia and neuberger, 

2007; muramatsu et al., 2000). aiD is a member of the Apobec gene family of cytosine 

deaminases (conticello et al., 2007; harris and liddament, 2004; liddament et al., 2004). 

aiD binds ssDna and preferentially deaminates cytosine residues that reside within the Wrc 

motif (maccarthy et al., 2009; Pham et al., 2003; rogozin and Diaz, 2004). During shm, aiD 

deaminates cytosines within rearranged v(D)J segments that encode the variable domain of 

ig heavy and light chains. subsequent processing of the uracil involves error prone Dna repair 

enabling the introduction of somatic mutations at a rate approximating one point mutation 

per generation. this process eventually leads to formation of high affinity antibody variants. 

to initiate csr, aiD deaminates c in the top and bottom strands of two transcriptionally active 

s regions. to generate Dna double strand breaks (Dsbs) in switch regions, the uracil has to be 

processed by components of the base excision repair or mismatch repair system. once the 

Dsbs are generated, the intervening Dna fragment is deleted, and the downstream constant 

region is juxtaposed to the upstream variable region. this process enables b cells to change 

their antibody isotype and adapt the effector function of the antibody (stavnezer et al., 2008). 

the majority of the aiD pool resides cytosolic and only a small fraction is actively shuttled 

between cytosol and nucleus, which is one of several strategies to control its mutagenic 

potential (Di noia and neuberger, 2007).

studies in non-b cell systems implicate a role for aiD in active cpg demethylation (bhutani et 

al., 2010; fritz and Papavasiliou, 2010; morgan et al., 2004; morgan et al., 2005; Popp et al., 2010; 

rai et al., 2008). Dna demethylation controls biological functions like changes in gene expression 

and chromatin organization to orchestrate cellular differentiation. in addition, Dna methylation 

contributes to genome stability and is a hallmark off X chromosome inactivation in females. 

reprogramming of hetereokaryons was proposed to require aiD-dependent Dna demethylation 
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of the Oct4 and Nanog promoters (bhutani et al., 2010). in primordial germ cells genome-wide 

aiD-dependent Dna demethylation was proposed to occur in exons, introns and intergenic 

regions but not in promoters. this study further favored the view that aiD targets genome-wide 

and functions as an epigenetic regulator (Popp et al., 2010). the possibility that aiD exerts an 

additional function as an epigenetic eraser in gc b cells, in which aiD expression is highest, has not 

been tested to date. 

in some b lymphoid cancers translocation breakpoints found in or near switch regions 

implicated aiD in stimulating ectopic chromosomal translocations. besides the scheduled 

aiD-dependent Dsbs in switch regions, aiD is implicated in generating Dsbs also in non-ig 

genes (kuppers, 2005; nussenzweig and nussenzweig, 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). high-

throughput, genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts) and translocation capture 

sequencing (tc-seq) studies suggest that aiD may be required to induce Dsbs in ~120 genes 

leading to chromosomal translocations (chiarle et al., 2011; klein et al., 2011). further indirect 

evidence for aiD ‘off-targeting’ was provided by somatic mutation analysis in tss-proximal 

regions. the authors estimate that 25% of expressed genes in germinal center b cells are 

deaminated by aiD (liu et al., 2008). of note, conclusions on potential genome-wide impact 

of aiD are heavily based on a single Aicda-/- mouse model (muramatsu et al., 2000), which was 

generated in the embryonic stem cell line tt2 derived from f1 c57bl/6 x cba blastocysts (yagi 

et al., 1993). so far, in depth validations of this mouse model by next-generation technologies 

are lacking.

to study the potential role of aiD in b cell programming and tumor development, we here applied 

methylcap (bock et al., 2010; brinkman et al., 2010) and rna-seq (mortazavi et al., 2008) on different 

b cell subsets. our analyses provide alternative aiD-independent interpretations on genotype-

phenotype correlations previously observed in numerous studies on aiD using the Aicda-/- mice.

resUlts
Aicda-/- GC B cells have a CC signature
active Dna demethylation by aiD has previously been implicated in gene regulation of non-b cell 

systems (bhutani et al., 2010; Popp et al., 2010; rai et al., 2008). to explore the possibility that aiD 

alters transcription in b cells to control b cell differentiation we applied rna-seq on cD19+/cD95+/

Pnahi gc b cells, isolated from spleens of immunized Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice. the expression 

of 155 genes (fDr < 0.01) was found to differ between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ gc b cells (table s1 & 

figure s1 and s2). go analysis indicated six major categories: cellular response, signaling, regulation, 

homeostasis, differentiation/development, and cellular activation (figure s3a and s3b). to further 

pinpoint the phenotype of Aicda-/- gc b cells, we took advantage of two previously defined gene 

groups that distinguish naïve b cells from cbs (klein et al., 2003) and DZ b cells (cb) from lZ (cc) 

b cells (victora et al., 2012). When plotting the differential gene expression distribution of each 

gene group individually, we revealed that gc b cells of Aicda-/- mice have a more pronounced 

cc signature (figure 1a; left panel). Igh transcription increases at the transition from cb to cc. 

consistent with this notion, Ighv transcripts are more abundant in gc b cells of Aicda-/- mice 

(figure 1b; left panel). 
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In vitro activated Aicda-/- B cells have a CB signature
the in vivo results not necessarily relate to aiD since failure to undergo shm and csr may affect 

the composition of cD19+/cD95+/Pnahi gc b cells such that cc are overrepresented within 

enlarged gc of Aicda-/- mice (muramatsu et al., 2000). to identify b cell intrinsic transcriptional 

differences, we applied rna-seq on in vitro activated b cells isolated from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

mice. this approach revealed that 145 genes differed in their expression (fDr cut-off at 0.01) 

(table s1 and figure s2b). go analyses indicated that these genes fall into the same six go 

categories (figure s3c). the assessment of the cb and cc gene signatures revealed that in 

vitro activated b cells of Aicda-/- mice acquire a cb like signature (figure 1a, right panel). as 

Figure 1. transcriptome comparisons of gc b cells and in vitro activated b cells from Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- mice. 
a) box-plot of previously defined gene groups which are differentially expressed between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- 

gc (left panel) and activated (right panel) b cells: con, control group; lZs light zone signature genes (victora 
et al., 2012), DZs, dark zone signature genes (victora et al., 2012); nvs, naïve b cell signature genes (klein et 
al., 2003), cbs, centroblast signature genes (klein et al., 2003). for statistical analysis the sign test was applied. 
b) volcano-plot of genes differentially expressed between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- gc (left panel) and activated 
(right panel) b cells. the Ighv genes are shown in red. for statistical analysis the sign test was applied.
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Igh transcription decreases at the transition from naïve to cb stage, one expects that Ighv 

transcripts are less abundant in activated Aicda-/- b cells, which indeed was the case (figure 1b, 

right panel). 

Methyl-Cap does not reveal AID-dependent CpG demethylation
as aiD has been proposed to affect the transcriptional program via deamination of methylated 

cpgs in specific promoters of hetereokaryons (bhutani et al., 2010) and the methylome in 

exons, introns, and intergenic regions, but not in promoters of primordial germ cells (Popp 

et al., 2010), we argued that aiD may affect the gc reaction by active cpg demethylation. 

to test this possibility we applied methylcap-seq on gc (cD19+/cD95+/Pnahi) b cells from 

immunized Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ c57bl/6 mice. methylcap takes advantage of a high affinity 

methylbinding domain (bock et al., 2010; brinkman et al., 2010) which when coupled to 

paramagnetic beads enables an efficient enrichment of methylated Dna fragments. although 

methylcap did enrich effectively for methylated fragments (figure s4), the methylation load 

in promoters, exons, introns and intergenic regions remained indistinguishable between 

Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ gc b cells (figure 2a). the methylation load of individual tsss did 

not differ as well (figure 2b). apparently, methylcap-seq failed to reveal aiD-dependent 

cpg demethylation. 

Naïve Aicda-/- B cells are pre-activated
to further assess transcriptional differences between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice, we isolated 

naïve cD19+/cD43- b cells. as revealed by rna-seq, naïve b cells from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice, 

in which aiD is not expressed, differ substantially (figure 3). DZ signature genes are expressed 

at higher levels in Aicda-/- naïve b cells (figure 3a and 3b). furthermore, go-analysis revealed 

go-terms linked to cell cycling (figure s3D). these analyses revealed that naïve Aicda-/- b cells 

are pre-activated when compared to naïve Aicda+/+ b cells and extend on previous observations 

made (muramatsu et al., 2000).

Figure 2. assessment of aiD-
dependent Dna demethylation. 
a) comparisons of cpg 
methylation load between 
Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- gc b cells in 
defined genomic elements. tss, 
transcription start sides (tss); 
eXn, exons; int, introns; ing, 
intergenic regions are shown. 
various statistical tests revealed 
no differences. b) correlation 
plot of methylcap data obtained 
from Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- 

gc b  cells. the correlation 
coefficient, r was determined 
applying the Persons’ test.
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Aicda-/- mice are not congenic
as an alternative to aiD in causing the transcriptional differences observed between Aicda-/- 

and Aicda+/+ b cells, we considered artifacts related to gene targeting in es cells as potential 

confounders for genotype-phenotype alterations previously observed when using these mice. 

Aicda-/- mice originate from the embryonic stem cell line tt2, which were derived from f1 c57bl/6 

x cba blastocysts (yagi et al., 1993). in these tt2 cells the Aicda locus was targeted conventionally 

by replacing exon 3 and partially exon 4 encoding the cytidine-deaminase domain of aiD with a 

neor selection cassette. this likely explains the observation of non-functional Aicda transcripts 

in naïve Aicda-/- b cells (table s1). chimeras were backcrossed to c57bl/6 mice. to determine 

whether the c57bl/6- or cba-allele was targeted we performed snP analysis. snP analysis 

revealed that the cba allele was targeted (figure 4a and 4b). moreover, the cba derived region 

around the targeted Aicda locus persisted even after extensive backcrossing for 15 generations. 

to assess whether this region is also transcriptionally affected we analyzed the transcriptome 

of the various b cell subsets. in all subsets, this region (chr6:e2-g1) always contributed most 

to the top hundred differentially expressed genes (figure 4c and 4D; table s1). the fact that 

genes within this region are up- as well as downregulated implies a deregulated region, where 

potentially due to strain differences, genetic or epigenetic alterations during es cell culturing, 

and conventional gene targeting, wide ranging transcriptional alterations arise in cis and in trans 

(table s1). being aware of these major confounding variables, direct attributions to aiD-specific 

functions cannot be based solely on genotype-phenotype correlations when using these mice. 

DiscUssion
this study was initiated to address the potential impact of aiD on gene regulation of b cells. 

to address the potential role of aiD in b cell programming, we applied rna-seq on diverse 

b cell subsets. rna-seq analysis revealed major differences between the transcriptomes of gc 

b cells from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice. cc-specific transcripts were clearly overrepresented 

in gc b cells of Aicda-/- mice. the observation that gc b cells of Aicda-/- mice are enriched 

for cc-specific transcripts suggests that ccs accumulate in gc of Aicda-/- mice. in addition, 

Figure 3. naïve b cells are 
pre-activated. a) box-plot 
of previously defined 
gene groups differentially 
expressed between Aicda+/+ 
and Aicda-/- naive b cells: 
con, control group; lZs light 
zone signature genes(victora 
et al., 2012), DZs, dark zone 
signature genes(victora et 
al., 2012); nvs, naïve b cell 
signature genes(klein et al., 

2003), cbs, centroblast signature genes(klein et al., 2003). b) volcano-plot of genes differentially 
expressed between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- naïve b cells. the DZs genes are shown in red.
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major alterations in the transcriptome were also observed when comparing in vitro activated 

b cells from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice, indicating major intrinsic differences between these 

activated b cells. interestingly, in vitro activated Aicda-/- b cells acquire already a cb like gene 

signature. this signature likely relates to the fact that even naïve b cells from Aicda-/- are pre-

activated. these findings are consistent with previous notions that Aicda-/- mice and patients 

suffering from the autosomal recessive form of hyper-igm syndrome (higm2) have enlarged 

gcs and hyper-activated b cells (muramatsu et al., 2000; revy et al., 2000). lack of aiD activity 

suppresses Dna damage responses and maintains antigen-reactivity of gc b cells, which is 

likely to provide a selective advantage to aiD deficient b cells. a defective gc reaction will delay 

antigen clearance and prolong immune activation, which in turn may break tolerance and 

stimulate the generation of autoreactive antibodies in mice and patients lacking aiD (kuraoka 

et al., 2011; meyers et al., 2011), with wide ranging consequences on adaptive immunity, 

including b cell development and the establishment of peripheral and central b cell tolerance. 

therefore, in contrast to previous notions, an indirect aiD-dependent effect on central and 

peripheral b  cell tolerance cannot be excluded. the pre-activated status of ‘naïve’ b cells in 

Aicda-/- mice may also provide a cell-autonomous, aiD-independent, preferential outgrowth of 

Aicda-/- b cells in bone marrow chimeric mice (kuraoka et al., 2011; meyers et al., 2011).

the dramatic transcriptional alterations observed in different Aicda-/- b cell subsets let us to explore 

whether aiD exerts a function in gene regulation by cpg demethylation as previously proposed for 

non-b cells (bhutani et al., 2010; Popp et al., 2010; rai et al., 2008). methyl-cap did not reveal aiD-

Figure 4. Aicda-/- mice are not congenic and Aicda-/- b cells are transcriptionally deregulated. a) cba 
derived snPs reside in chromosome 6. b) number of variants per 50kb window is plotted against the 
position on chromosome 6, where Aicda (indicated in red) is located. cba derived snPs accumulate in 
a specific region. c) contribution of each chromosome to the top 100 of differentially expressed genes 
between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- gc b cells. the chi square test revealed that differential expressed genes 
located on chromosome 6 are significantly (p < 2.2e-16) enriched in the region were cba snPs were 
found (see figure 4b, supplementary table 1). D) as ‘c’, but now on activated Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- b cells. 
the chi square test revealed that differential expressed genes located on chromosome 6 are significantly 
(p < 2.2e-16) enriched in the region were cba snPs were found (see figure 4b, supplementary table 1).
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dependent demethylation, neither region-specifically nor generically in gc b cells where aiD is highly 

abundant. however, given the sensitivity of methylcap, we cannot exclude the possibility that subtle 

differences in cpg methylation may have escaped detection. notably, these results are consistent 

with biochemical insights demonstrating that in vitro aiD has a strong preference in deaminating 

cytosine rather than methyl-cytosine (larijani et al., 2005; nabel et al., 2012).

most unexpectedly, Aicda-/- mice are not congenic. based on snP analysis, the cba-derived 

Aicda allele was inactivated in tt2 es cells. surprisingly, the remaining cba fragment around 

the targeted Aicda locus was differentially regulated throughout b cell development. genes 

within this region significantly contributed to the top hundred of most differentially expressed 

genes found between naïve, activated and gc b cell subsets derived from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

mice. besides strain-specific differences, other genetic as well as epigenetic changes may 

have been acquired during gene targeting or maintaining t2 es cells. this observation is not 

a specific feature of our mouse cohort, as these mice were backcrossed for 15 generations, 

which extensively exceeds the conventional number of backcrosses. as many studies heavily 

(or solely) rely on this unique Aicda-/- strain, these confounding variables add an unexpected 

level of complexity, which has not been considered before. 

While it would be of interest how exactly the targeting affected gene regulation around the 

aiD locus, such experiments require a heroic effort that unlikely contributes to our understanding 

about aiD biology. investing selective candidate genes, which could be responsible for the 

phenotypes, comes down to a ‘fishing expedition in deep water’ with partial or no phenocopy. 

the massive transcriptional alterations seen may relate to the cba derived fragment (in cis), which 

may have systemic impact in trans. furthermore, we cannot exclude genetic and epigenetic 

alterations that arose during es cell culturing in this region. given the long distance changes, 

the mere presence of a neor selection cassette is unlikely the driving force behind these drastic 

transcriptional alterations on chromosome 6. the finding that Aicda-/- mice carry a cba-derived 

fragment in their genome argues that direct phenotype-genotype correlations in Aicda-/- mice 

cannot be made and consequently, additional validations are required to distinguish between 

aiD-independent and dependent effects when comparing Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice.

however, one confounding issue may relate to Mbd4, a Dna glycosylase encoding gene 

implicated in active Dna demethylation (rai et al., 2008). Mbd4 is encoded within the cba 

region of chromosome 6 and is differentially expressed in Aicda-/- b cell subsets. Provided 

that Mbd4 has a function in active Dna demethylation, this might have influenced previous 

methylation differences measured in gene bodies between primordial germ cells of Aicda-/- 

and Aicda+/+ mice (Popp et al., 2010; rai et al., 2008). clearly, the scope of this study is not to 

validate retrospectively the contribution of these complex confounding variables to previous 

conclusions made in numerous aiD-studies. to distinguish easily between aiD-dependent and 

confounding, i.e. aiD-independent issues in the future, the generation of a novel, conditional, 

congenic Aicda-/- strain using the cre/loxP recombination system in c57bl/6 derived es cells 

is likely the most straight forward solutions in solving these problems.

in conclusion, while transcriptional differences were observed between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

b cells, methylcap and snP analyses question whether these differences merely relate to the 

presence or absence of aiD. confounding parameters related to conventional gene-targeting 
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in mice may have major implications on previous genotype/phenotype comparisons, where 

conclusions were based on the assumption that differences between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

b cells only relate to the mere absence of aiD. 

eXPerimental ProceDUres
Mice 
Aicda-/- mice were kindly provided by t. honjo and backcrossed for 15 generations to c57bl/6. 

all experiments were approved by an independent animal ethic committee of the netherlands 

cancer institute and executed according to national guidelines.

Isolation of B cell subsets
cD43 expressing cells were depleted from splenic single-cell suspensions of 2-mo-old Aicda-/- 

and Aicda+/+ mice using paramagnetic streptavidin-beads and biotinylated anti-cD43. from the 

remaining cells a fraction was used to sort naïve b cells (cD19+, igm+, cD43-, DaPi-). from the other 

fraction in vitro activated b cells were derived by stimulation with lPs [20μg/ml] and il-4 (10% 

of supernatant of il-4 producing cells). In vitro activated b cells (cD19+, DaPi-) were sorted four 

days after culturing. to isolate gc b cells, 2-mo-old Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ mice were immunized by 

a single intraperitoneal injection of 108 sheep red blood cells in 200 μl hbss. ten days later, gc 

b cells (cD19+, Pnahigh, cD95+, DaPi-) were sorted from splenic single-cell suspensions.

Cells
human embryonic kidney cells (hek 293t) and ramos cells (burkitt’s lymphoma) were 

maintained in imDm (gibco) supplemented with 8% fcs and antibiotics. 3t3-ntZ indicator 

cells(yoshikawa et al., 2002) were cultured in Dmem supplemented with 8% fcs and antibiotics.

Methyl-Cap 
the methylcap protocol (Diagenode) and sequence library preperation (illumina) were 

performed according to manufacturers protocol.

RNA-Seq
truseq rna sample preparation and subsequent library preparation was according to 

manufacturers protocol (illumina).

Experimental design, analysis and statistical testing
each Aicda-/- (2x) and Aicda+/+ (2x) gc b cell library (methylcap and rna-seq), originates from 

pooled lymphocytes of at least 3 mice. for rna-seq on Aicda-/- (4x) and Aicda+/+ (4x) naïve b cells, 

and Aicda-/- (4x) and Aicda+/+ (4x) activated b cells, a total of sixteen libraries were individually 

prepared and indexed for each individual mouse. for all experiments it holds that the complete 

procedures were repeated on different days to generate true biological replicates. for further 
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quality checks, and statistical testing, we used the r packages limma, edgeR and GoSeq 

(robinson et al., 2010; young et al., 2010). for go visualization we used with the enrichment 

map plugin of cytoscape2. for snP analyses variants were called between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

with somatic sniper, intersected with cds.gtf (ucsc), and coding variants are linked to sanger 

snP file. for further analysis we used the r language (http://www.r-project.org/).

Data accession
rna-seq and methylcap data deposited under accession number gse47705.
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sUPPlemental figUres

Figure S1. experimental design. each Aicda-/- (2x) and Aicda+/+ (2x) gc b cell library (methylcap and rna-seq), 
originates from pooled lymphocytes of at least 3 mice. for rna-seq on Aicda-/- (4x) and Aicda+/+ (4x) naïve 
b cells, and Aicda-/- (4x) and Aicda+/+ (4x) activated b cells, a total of sixteen libraries were individually prepared 
and indexed for each individual mouse. for all experiments it holds that the complete procedures were 
repeated on different days to generate true biological replicates.
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Figure S2. assessment of the reproducibility of rnaseq data. a) ma-plot of Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ gc 
b cells (left panel). the top 100 differentially expressed genes, higher in the Aicda+/+ (red) of replicate 1, 
are indicated in replicate 2 (red). Differentially expressed genes with a fDr < 0.1 after combining datasets 
(edgeR(Robinson et al., 2010)) are indicated in blue. b) same as in ‘a’, but activated b cells. c) ma-plot 
of Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ naive b cells. the top 100 differentially expressed genes, higher in the Aicda-/- of 
replicate 1, are indicated in replicate 2.

Figure S3. go-analysis. a) go-terms differential between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ gc b cells as unbiased 
identified by GOseq and clustered by cytoscape2. b) as, in ‘a’. go-groups were as follows: cellular response 
(i), signalling (ii), regulation (iii), homeostasis (iv), differentiation/development (v), and cellular activation 
(vi). c) go-groups differential between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ activated b cells. same group definition as 
in ‘b’. D) go-groups differential between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ naïve b cells. go-groups were as follows: 
deamination (vii) and cell cycle(viii).

▶
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Figure S4. enrichment of 
methylated Dna fragments 
from b cells. Pie charts 
reveal specific enrichment 
of hypermethylated Tsh2 
and hypomethylated Gapdh 
genes in the bound fractions 
and flow through fraction, 
respectively. the quantitative 
Pcr was performed according 
to manufacturers protocol. 
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ensembl_gene_id mgi_symbol chr. band logFC* logCPM PValue FDR

ensmUsg00000076614 ighg1 12 f1 6,254 9,686 3,21e-128 4,28e-124

ensmUsg00000076613 ighg 12 f1 5,380 6,843 1,53e-98 1,02e-94

ensmUsg00000076613 ighg2b 12 f1 5,380 6,843 1,53e-98 1,02e-94

ensmUsg00000030329 c530028o21rik 6 f2 -8,931 3,482 1,45e-56 6,47e-53

ensmUsg00000076612 ighg2c 12 f1 7,570 3,695 1,48e-49 4,96e-46

ensmUsg00000009246 trpm5 7 f5 -2,598 5,878 1,44e-25 3,84e-22

ensmUsg00000030207 8430419l09rik 6 g1 -2,122 5,507 6,34e-22 1,41e-18

ensmUsg00000030214 Plbd1 6 g1 -2,372 4,521 3,02e-20 5,77e-17

ensmUsg00000030103 bhlhe40 6 e2 -1,961 5,294 3,00e-18 5,01e-15

ensmUsg00000090192 gm16556 6 f1 5,006 1,559 4,94e-18 7,33e-15

ensmUsg00000036931 nfkbid 7 b1 -1,727 6,415 1,44e-16 1,92e-13

ensmUsg00000030319 cand2 6 e3 2,187 4,094 3,17e-16 3,85e-13

ensmUsg00000034115 scn11a 9 f3 3,397 2,206 6,23e-16 6,94e-13

ensmUsg00000069662 marcks 10 b1 -1,733 5,188 6,94e-15 7,12e-12

ensmUsg00000087150 bc064078 6 f3 -1,846 4,500 1,05e-13 1,01e-10

ensmUsg00000023034 nr4a1 15 f1 -1,823 5,094 2,30e-13 1,92e-10

ensmUsg00000064373 sepp1 15 a1 1,476 7,032 4,15e-13 3,26e-10

ensmUsg00000083773 gm13394 2 a3 -8,025 0,273 8,90e-13 6,60e-10

ensmUsg00000022505 emp2 16 a1 2,490 2,633 1,42e-12 9,97e-10

ensmUsg00000052305 hbb-b1 7 e3 -2,104 4,190 1,77e-12 1,18e-9

ensmUsg00000048031 fcrl5 3 f1 -2,449 2,948 6,19e-12 3,94e-9

ensmUsg00000063816 gm4987 X a4 -2,493 2,628 7,13e-12 4,33e-9

ensmUsg00000047632 fgfbp3 19 c2 2,910 1,851 1,03e-11 6,00e-9

ensmUsg00000047515 bc049715 6 g1 7,781 0,136 1,44e-11 8,03e-9

ensmUsg00000026167 Wnt10a 1 c4 -2,552 2,249 2,60e-11 1,39e-8

ensmUsg00000029333 rasgef1b 5 e3 -1,526 4,789 4,80e-11 2,46e-8

ensmUsg00000057315 arhgap24 5 e5 -2,133 3,030 5,91e-11 2,82e-8

ensmUsg00000076731 ighv8-12 12 f2 -1,686 4,391 6,25e-11 2,88e-8

ensmUsg00000033730 egr3 14 D2 -1,708 4,063 6,60e-11 2,94e-8

ensmUsg00000030203 Dusp16 6 g1 1,387 5,652 7,24e-11 3,12e-8

ensmUsg00000076617 ighm 12 f1 -1,421 12,966 9,21e-11 3,84e-8

ensmUsg00000028459 cd72 4 a5 -1,360 8,311 1,28e-10 5,17e-8

ensmUsg00000046805 mpeg1 19 a -1,465 6,034 1,33e-10 5,23e-8

ensmUsg00000029084 cd38 5 b3 -1,623 5,380 1,43e-10 5,46e-8

ensmUsg00000029026 trp73 4 e2 -2,173 2,571 3,63e-10 1,31e-7

ensmUsg00000052684 Jun 4 c5 -2,591 2,676 6,86e-10 2,41e-7

ensmUsg00000048001 hes5 4 e2 -1,715 3,652 9,29e-10 3,18e-7

ensmUsg00000003283 hck 2 h1 -1,873 3,236 9,74e-10 3,25e-7

ensmUsg00000006574 slc4a1 11 D -2,332 1,894 1,94e-9 6,31e-7

ensmUsg00000034981 Parm1 5 e2 1,275 5,687 3,53e-9 1,10e-6

*if logfc < 0, then the gene is higher expressed in Aicda -/- b cells, when logfc > 0 higher in Aicda+/+ b cells

sUPPlemental table
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sUmmary
to study the specificity of genomic aiD targeting a variety of genome-wide and whole-genome 

approaches have been performed.1-7 Differential changes in Dna demethylation5, chromosomal 

translocations1, 3, and mutations4, within specific genomic elements have been measured 

between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- cells and directly related to aiD biology. to evaluate the strength 

of the evidence that links these measured differences to aiD biology, we developed a guideline 

that can be applied on genome-wide and whole-genome studies. although in-depth quality 

control of data should still be customized to specific assay needs, this guideline enables a rapid 

judgement of the strength of the experimental approach. by applying this guideline we reveal 

that all claims on genome-wide aiD binding/activity depend on non-validated experiments 

(table 1). this unbiased analysis has major consequences on the view of aiD’s role in inducing 

chromosomal translocations, b cell malignancies, and future research activities.

Table 1. Unbiased evaluation of genome-wide studies on aiD. by applying the guideline, the strength of the 
studies are revealed. notably, none of the results are validated with independent materials and methods. 
in addition, all studies (except for kato et al. Pnas, 2011) solely dependent on Aicda-/- mice, which are 
shown to be developmentally affected (hogenbirk et al. Plos one, 2013).
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gUiDeline
Control 1: The relevance of biological replicates 
When performing experiments involving next-generation sequencing (ngs), a library is 

generated, sequenced, and mapped to a reference genome. Uniquely mapped sequences can 

constitute of three types of reads: noise (random), reproducible background (e.g. sonication 

hypersensitive sites8) and true signal. since each protocol will introduce its own flaws (e.g. due 

to Pcr amplification skewing, slightly different cell culture conditions, gc biases, etc.) the 

contribution of each type of read differs per experiment, per sample, and per genomic interval. 

although within a sample the types of reads are not reliably uniform distributed, it can be 

estimated from which of the three types a specific read is founded by repeating the experiment 

at least once9. after reproducing sequence libraries of both the reference (e.g.  Aicda-/-) 

and condition under investigation (e.g. Aicda+/+) the obtained biological replicates can 

be used to discriminate between technical variation and biological differences. biological 

replicates are indispensable in determining the precision of any test method, this includes 

ngs-based techniques.9

Control 2: Inclusion of positive/negative controls
after the experiment has been reproduced, the positive (and negative) controls, which are 

genomic elements in which a difference is expected, can be measured (or not). ideally, these 

genomic elements are selected a priori. also technical controls can be included. Well-chosen 

intra-experimental controls help to reduce the amount of alternate explanations of the results 

obtained. of note, without the inclusion of biological replicates, measurement of controls 

is insufficient.

Control 3: Applying proper normalization methods
if a small number of genomic regions consume a substantial proportion of the sequencing 

library then the remaining genomic regions of this condition are undersampled when 

normalized to library size (like the conventional normalizing methods Tags Per Million reads 

(tPm) and Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (rPkm)).6-7 if a small number of genomic 

regions consume a substantial proportion of the sequencing library for only one of the two 

conditions, then subsequent determination of differences between the two conditions, after 

conventional normalization, will skew the differential calls and introduce both false positive 

and false negatives results.10 thus, the library compositions of all samples cannot be ignored in 

the choice of a proper normalization method for an experiment designed to measure genome-

wide differential changes.10

Control 4: Applying appropriate statistics
after proper normalization and subsequent determination of differences per genomic interval, 

a statistical confidence measure should be associated with each difference. this may for 

example be obtained by applying a fisher’s test per genomic interval. it is important to realize 
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that p values are only statistically valid when a single score is computed. this is problematic 

in high-throughput experiments were many tests are simultaneously performed. therefore 

at least a multiple-testing correction procedure, based on the number of test performed 

(i.e. number of genomic intervals under investigation), must be applied to adjust statistical 

confidence measures and obtain statistical robust results.11

Control 5: Clear target definition
be upfront on the rules/criteria why a differential genomic element is of interest. for example, 

be upfront on the normalization and statistical method used in defining a genomic element as 

differential between two conditions.

Control 6: Confirmation of results with independent M&M
after defining the pool of genomic elements of interest the results must be validated with 

independent material and methods. it is important to realize that each previously unknown 

genomic element was not predicted as differential between the two conditions of investigation, 

but retrospectively found. this implies that for those elements a hypothesis has only been 

generated and not tested yet (retrospective: hypothesis-generating, prospective is hypothesis-

driven). therefore another experiment (using independent materials and methods) should be 

designed to test whether the compound/protein of interest is indeed related to the differences 

measured. such an experiment should exclude confounding issues (figure 1, 2).12 the extent 

Figure 1. Aicda-/- mice are improperly backcrossed while used in chiP-seq experiment. although the 
authors claim that Aicda-/- mice are backcrossed for 12 generations, snP analysis of the Aicda-/- sequence 
library reveals that this can not be the case. this analysis revealed that cba snPs are found throughout 
the genome, while completely absent in Aicda+/+ mice (data not shown). besides many more design flaws 
(table  1), this will undoubtedly further have biased the results obtained as snPs will reduce mapping 
efficiency due increased mismatches in Aicda-/- sample with the mouse reference genome (figure 2).
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by which different materials and methods can be used to validate the newly found genomic 

elements, co-determines the confidence of the final conclusions. 

Follow up: Data integration
after excluding confounding as causal for the changes measured in genomic elements, and 

confirming that the change depends on the compound/protein of interest, it is essential to 

determine how the protein relates to this difference. this can be either direct or indirect. 

in general, this is difficult and can be highly speculative. but integration of the results with 

conclusions from well validated work of other labs or experiments can be used in this process. 

this also precludes that results obtained from one lab stand on their own. by integrating data, 

with those generated by other labs, models are continuously improved and new hypotheses 

can be generated. 

acknoWleDgements
We thank arno velds for the snP analysis of chiP-seq results. 

Figure 2. Differential read mapping between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ due to conserved snPs (in Aicda-/- 
sample). for each sequencing approach it holds that after sequencing, and initial read processing, 
sequence reads of both conditions are mapped/matched to corresponding genomic regions of a 
reference genome. Differences in mapping efficiencies due snPs are found in a conserved region around 
the aicda locus.
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abstract
Dna double strand breaks (Dsbs) are potent initiators of chromosomal translocations (cts). 

Deregulation of cancer genes by cts promote tumor development. While transcription has long 

been associated with cts, the exact nature of its contribution remains speculative. to distinguish 

between direct, transcription-related effect (gene activity) and indirect, transcription-

associated effect (gene access) we first established E. coli Dam-profiling as a reliable method 

to directly measure gene access throughout the genome in living cells. hereafter, we 

integrated whole-genome Dam-profiling, with rna-seq and high-throughput genome-wide 

translocation sequencing (htgts) data from the b cell system. analyses revealed that gene 

activity correlates with ct frequency. although correlative, the activity of translocated genes 

appeared indistinguishable from non-translocated genes. rather, translocated genes were 

significantly more accessible. We conclude that, beyond the formation of a primary Dsb, gene 

access, and not transcription per se, determines the ct risk of active genes. 

aUthor sUmmary
a chromosomal translocation (ct) is a chromosome abnormality caused by intra- or inter-

chromosomal rearrangements. translocations can lead to gene deregulation and oncogenic 

transformation. Why some genes become involved in translocations and others not, is just 

beginning to be understood. for example, gene activity and Dna access are both proposed 

as ct-risk determinants. however, as gene activity and gene access are highly associated, it is 

currently not known whether transcription itself, or rather gene accessibility, is a key determinant 

for cts in active genes. to address this key question, we first established a robust method that 

directly measures Dna accessibility. a subsequent integration of our data with data sets on 

translocations and gene activity, revealed that accessibility rather than transcriptional activity 

determines the ct risk of active genes. this study is the first that unambiguously explains why 

active genes are particular prone to become involved in translocations events. 
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introDUction
genetic instability, including cts, is a hallmark of cancer.1 a large number of recurrent cts 

have been identified to contribute to oncogenic transformation. oncogenic cts can activate 

proto-oncogenes, inactivate tumor suppressors, or produce chimeric oncogenes. the fact 

that cts are infrequent, unscheduled events has challenged the analyses of the underlying 

molecular mechanism(s). Present knowledge on cts is largely based on the molecular and 

cytogenetic characterization of translocation partners as ct substrates, Dna breaks and Dna 

repair components as ct reaction intermediates, and the aberrant junctions as ct reaction 

products.2-7 given the many unknowns between the substrate and product, a comprehensive 

model on how the majority of ct arises is lacking to date.

recently, two related methods to induce and characterize thousands of unselected 

translocations in primary b cells have been established. these methods, designated high-

throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts) or translocation capture 

sequencing (tc-seq), involve the generation of site-specific Dsb at a i-scei site within the 

Myc or immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) locus.8-12 the experimental introduction of a Dsb in 

an IgH allele mimics the scheduled Dsb formation during b cell development. in lymphocyte 

precursors the rag recombinase is transiently expressed to generate site-specific Dsbs and 

enable error prone recombination of variable (v), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments, the 

molecular basis for the somatic generation of a diverse, clonally distributed Ig gene repertoire.13 

in mature, antigen-activated b cells of the germinal center (gc) the activation induced cytidine 

deaminase (aiD) is transiently expressed to initiate Dsb formation in IgH switch regions enabling 

class switch recombination.14-16 While these scheduled Dsbs are inevitable for normal lymphocyte 

development, any delay in repair may provoke pathogenic cts involving Ig and cancer genes. 

htgts and tc-seq revealed a preference for translocations to accumulate promoter-

proximal9, and within gene bodies of active genes8, which is in line with the long-standing 

notion that transcribed genes are preferred ct targets and the view that during transcription 

exposed ssDna is susceptible to the acquisition of Dna damage17. however, the question why 

active genes are particularly prone to become engaged in a ct reaction has not been answered. 

in particular, the relevance of transcription in this process remains speculative. to distinguish 

between transcription-related (gene activity), and transcription-associated effects (gene 

access), we integrated genome-wide Dam-profiling, with rna-seq and htgts data from the 

b cell system. although the transcription activity does correlate with ct frequency, transcription 

itself appears irrelevant in determining the ct-risk. in addition, gene access correlated directly 

with the ct frequency, and in contrast to transcription, is identified as a key determinant for 

cts. these findings argue against the ‘transcription-based’ model of cts and suggest that once 

a Dsb is formed, gene access is a strong risk determinant for genes to become involved in a ct. 

resUlts
Dam-profiling to directly measure gene access in vivo 
although specific epigenetic histone marks and cpg content/methylation are predictive 

for Dna access, they only provide a quite indirect measure of the actual Dna accessibility 
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in living cells. to establish a direct and comprehensive readout for genome-wide Dna 

access, we considered Dam-profiling as a method to determine Dna access in vivo.18 

E. coli methyltransferase (Dam) methylates the adenosine within a gatc motifs, which are 

frequently and equally distributed throughout the genome. Dam was introduced in ramos 

cells, a b cell line derived from a burkitt’s lymphoma, and as its expression was controlled by 

a truncated heat shock promoter was expressed at very low levels.18 gatc methylation loads 

were measured to reveal Dna accessibility throughout the genome. after demonstrating 

the reproducibility of our Dam methylation profiles (fig 1a), we set out to validate E. coli 

Dam-profiling as a readout for gene accessibility in living cells.19-21 in differentiated cells, 

cpg high promoters (hcP) are known to be active and accessible, while cpg low promoters 

(lcP) are inactive and inaccessible (fig s1).22-23 after classifying promoters based on their 

cpg-content we aligned the Dam methylation scores at transcription start sites (tss). as 

expected, Dam-methylation was found highest in hcP-driven and lowest in lcP-driven 

promoters (fig 1b). in addition, if Dam methylation generically reflects gene access, one 

expects that the Dam methylation score correlates negatively with the length of gene bodies 

(figure s1), which was the case (fig 1c). We conclude that, in line with previous studies19, 24, 

E.  coli Dam methylation is, generically, a good predictor for the in vivo accessibility of a 

given gene locus. 

Transcript levels generically correlate with transcription rates
subsequent to the generation and validation of Dam-profiling data, we derived rna-seq 

data from in vitro activated b cells.25 after sequence alignments, the fragments per kilobase 

of exon per million fragments mapped (fPkm) values were calculated (expression levels). by 

plotting fPkm values of two biological replicates, a strong correlation was observed, which 

demonstrates the reproducibility of our approach (fig 2a). as rna-seq only measures the 

steady state level of a defined rna species we asked whether transcript levels correlate 

with promoter activity. for this purpose we took advantage of a global run on sequencing 

Figure 1. Dam-profiling as a method to define Dna access in vivo. a, the methylation load of two 
independently performed experiments were plotted. the Pearson correlation factor is indicated. b, 
cpg high promoter (hcP) and cpg low promoter (lcP) alignment of Dam-methylation scores. c, Dam 
methylation loads were binned and plotted against median gene size of each bin.
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Figure 2. transcript levels 
generically correlate with 
rate of transcription. a, the 
rna-levels as measured by 
rna-seq of two independently 
performed experiments were 
plotted. fPkm: fragments per 
kilobase of exon per million 
fragments mapped. the 
Pearson correlation factor r is 
indicated. b, gro-seq counts 
were binned, and plotted 
against median fPkm values of 
each bin.

(gro-seq) library, which measured promoter activities in activated b cells.9, 26 When plotting 

rna-seq against gro-seq values, a clear correlation was observed (fig 2b). in line with 

previous notions27, rna-seq provides a good overall measure for transcriptional activity. 

Classification of translocated genes 
htgts has recently provided thousands of junctions between a single chromosomal Dsb 

introduced experimentally at a fixed i-SceI meganuclease site within the Myc locus and other 

regions in the genome.8-9 to determine the relevance of transcription in cts, we excluded 

those genes for which proximity to the i-SceI site is a dominant ct risk determinant. for this 

purpose we grouped genes with an equal number of rearrangements and plotted those against 

their group size (fig. 3a). besides intrachromosomal rearrangements, a small number of genes 

were identified (e.g Pim1, Cd83, and Il4ra) which were previously shown to locate proximal 

to the Myc locus.28 When excluding rearrangements within the Myc gene from the analyses, 

two main ct classes can be defined. the minor class comprises 5% of rearranging genes and 

26% of rearrangements. the major class comprises 95% of rearranging genes and 74% of 

rearrangements (fig 3a).28-29 the major group, for which gene proximity can be excluded as 

confounding variable, allowed us to determine the role of transcription in engaging Dna ends 

in cts. as translocated genes in humans are larger than average30, we further tested whether 

experimentally introduced translocations (major class) in activated murine b cells follow the 

same size preferences as observed in humans.6 as this was the case (fig 3b), these analyses further 

validate the elegance, and the trans-species relevance, of htgts in ct studies. taken together, 

these comprehensive validations of whole-genome datasets enabled us to subsequently 

integrate Dam-profiling, rna-seq, and htgts data to determine the relative contribution of 

gene access and transcription as translocation risk determinants of active genes.

Transcriptional activity correlates with cT risk 
to assess the relevance of transcription in determining the ct-risk, we compared the fPkm 

density distribution of translocated genes with those of non-translocated genes (fig 4a). in 

line with previous observations, active genes are more frequently involved in cts.8 the same 
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Figure 3. validation and 
classification of chromosomal 
translocations. a, number 
genes involved in a defined 
number of rearrangements 
were grouped and 
plotted against number 
of rearrangements. off all 
genes that translocate, 95% 
contribute to the major group 
of ct genes. the asterisk (*) 
defines the major group upon 
exclusion of rearrangements 
within Myc gene itself 

(n=66740). this group contributed most to all rearrangements measured (74%). the black to red gradient 
represents the relative contribution of intrachromosomal rearrangements to each group, where red 
represents chromosome 15 on which i-SceI-Myc locates. Pim1, IL4ra, and Cd83 were previously identified 
as proximal gene.28 b, the log2 gene size is plotted against, randomly chosen mouse genes (murine 
control, mc); mouse ct-genes (mt); randomly chosen human genes (hc), and human ct-genes.6

relation applies for the transcriptome of naïve b cells (fig s2). although the frequency of 

rearrangements is known to increase with gene expression8 the actual relation between ct 

and transcription has not been determined to date. to address this issue in detail, we first 

grouped translocated genes according to their translocation rate and plotted those against the 

mean level of transcription. this revealed a clear correlation (fig 4b). notably, and in line with 

previous notions8-9, a substantial proportion of cts occurs in genes which are transcriptional 

inactive. although translocations can take place in non-transcribed genes, active genes are 

preferred ct partners. the relevance for transcription in favoring ct events in active genes 

remains unknown. 

In vivo E.Coli Dam methylation correlates cT risk
because gene activity is intimately linked to gene access, we aimed to reveal their relative 

contribution in determining the translocation risk of active genes. open chromatin structures 

favor the engagement of Dna ends with its ct partner.31 to determine Dna accessibility and 

modifiability genome-wide in a living cell we validated Dam-profiling as a suitable method (see 

above). to further investigate gene accessibility as a translocation risk factor we plotted Dam 

methylation load against the translocation frequency (fig 4c). in line with previous results 

measuring Dna access indirectly31, gene access as directly measured by Dam profiling strongly 

correlated with the frequency of cts. 

Gene access is the main risk determinant of cTs in active genes
given the link between gene-access and gene-activity it is not surprising that both molecular 

parameters correlate with ct rate, as we show here. are both parameters equally important, or 

is only one of those a primary risk-determinant of cts in active genes? to answer this question 

we isolated the effect of expression level as a possible determinant of translocation rate. to this 
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end we matched each ct-gene to a randomly selected non-ct gene of equal Dam-methylation 

load and equal gene size and computed the difference in expression between the genes in a pair. 

this resulted in an expression difference score for each ct-gene (∆ exp (ct  - non ct)). these 

scores were binned and are depicted in figure 4D (red dots) as a function of the Dam methylation 

score. to obtain a reference (null distribution) we repeated this same procedure for randomly 

selected gene pairs of equal size and expression level resulting in a ∆  exp (random) score for 

all pairs. these scores were also binned and are depicted in figure 4D (black dots) as a function 

of the Dam methylation score. We then tested whether the median of the ∆exp (ct - non ct) 

scores is different from the median ∆exp (random) scores, i.e. whether we can reject the null 

hypothesis that the difference in expression of ct and non-ct genes is significantly different from 

random gene pairs. this test was not significant (p = 0.64, Wilcoxon test). this provides evidence 

that expression differences are not consistently associated with likelihood of translocation. We 

Figure 4. gene access rather than transcription determines the chromosomal translocation risk of active 
genes. a, fPkm density distribution of translocated genes (red) and non-translocated genes (black) are 
shown b, comparison of transcription with the rate of cts. c, comparison of gene access with the rate of 
cts. d, first, active genes were selected (fPkm > 15) and hereafter each ct-gene was paired with a randomly 
selected gene, with an equal gene size and Dam score. then, the difference in the fPkm-value of each pair 
was determined and binned based on their Dam score (red). the same procedure was followed for random 
genes (black). e, same procedure as in ‘a’ but now equalized Dam scores and gene size and determined 
the difference in expression.
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then went on to isolate the effect of accessibility. to this end we repeated this same experiment, 

but this time controlling for gene expression and gene size. once again we computed the 

methylation load difference (∆Dam) of ∆Dam (ct - non ct) and ∆Dam (random), the difference in 

Dam methylation between ct and non-ct gene pairs (random pairs) controlled for differences in 

expression and size. the variables are displayed in figure 4e by the red and black dots, respectively. 

as is clear from this figure, ∆Dam (ct - non ct) is consistently larger than ∆Dam (random) and this 

is also confirmed by a test on the difference in median between the two populations (p = 0.00047, 

Wilcoxon test). We conclude that gene access is the main contributor to cts in active genes.

DiscUssion
as cts occur preferentially in active genes, transcription has long been associated with 

chromosomal translocations.32 however, given the intimate link between gene activity and 

gene access, we envisaged that not the transcriptional activity per se, but actually gene access 

is the major determinant in favoring cts in active genes. in this study we addressed this issue by 

integrating genome-wide htgts, rna-seq, gro-seq, and Dam-profiling data as established 

in the b cell system. transcription favors cts but is not a prerequisite to initiate a ct, as cts 

also occurred in non-transcribed genes. in addition, as shown by the paired analyses (fig 4D), 

translocated genes were not preferentially higher transcribed. these observations strongly 

argue against a prominent role for gene activity in provoking Dsb, or that transcriptional 

machinery is involved in stimulating cts in active genes. to provide an alternative explanation 

for the high frequency of transcribed genes in chromosomal translocations, we investigated 

gene accessibility as a prime risk-determinant for cts in active genes. our analyses indicate that 

the accessibility of frequently translocated genes, with a defined size and transcription activity, 

is above average. this notion is in line with the observation that Dam methylation loads are 

highest in promoter-proximal regions (fig 1b), where translocations are shown to accumulate9. 

in conclusion, this genome-wide study reveals that gene access rather than transcription 

determines the ct-risk of active genes beyond a primary Dsb.

materials anD methoDs
for Dam-profiling we followed the DamiD protocol as described in detail 18. the fragments were 

hybridized on human chiP 2.1 m economy whole genome nimblegen tiling arrays (roche). 

rna-seq and htgts data are described elsewhere.9, 25 for all experiments it holds that the 

complete procedures were repeated on different days to generate true biological replicates. 

for further quality checks, and statistical testing, we used the r packages limma and edgeR.
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Figure S1. model: relation 
between gene access, gene 
size and ct-risk. if Dna 
packaging increases, Dna 
access will decrease and 
simultaneously the chance that 
a small gene locus can escape 
a ct reaction increases. at the 
same time the chance that a 

larger gene becomes involved in a ct reaction increases; as a consequence gene size of translocated genes 
increases if Dna access decreases. the lower the Dna access of a gene (low Dam methylation load) the 
higher the relevance of the gene-size of a given locus to become involved in a ct reaction.

sUPPlemental figUres

Figure S2. transcriptional alterations measured by rna-seq correlate with change transcriptional rate. 
a,  the logfc in transcription between naïve and activated b cells is shown. blue, green, and red lines, 
indicate the relative contribution of hcP-, icP-, and lcP-driven genes (respectively) to transcriptional 
alterations. b, median gro-seq counts in activated b cells measured for each promoter type. Promoters 
with at least one count were included in the analysis. 
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Figure S3. fPkm density distribution analyses on naïve b cells. 
fPkm density distribution of translocated genes (red) and non-
translocated genes (black) are shown.
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abstract
Dna double strand breaks (Dsbs) trigger chromosomal translocations (cts), which can 

result in gene deregulation and cancer development. although cts in b cells are amongst 

the best characterized, the molecular mechanism underlying their origin remains largely 

unknown. in mature b cells, the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD) induces Dsbs 

in immunoglobulin (ig) genes to initiate Dna rearrangements and improve the efficacy of 

antibody dependent immune responses. the frequent involvement of ig loci in cts of b cell 

malignancies emphasizes the oncogenic potential of these scheduled Dsbs. mistargeting 

of aiD outside ig loci is proposed to boost the ct risk by inducing a secondary Dsb, which 

according to the ‘contact-first’ and ‘breakage-first’ models of ct, has to pre-exist before a ct 

can take place. however, several lines of evidence suggest that a ct can already be provoked by 

a single Dsb. based on a critical analysis of, and existing controversies about, genome-wide aiD 

targeting and activity, we here propose an alternative model for the molecular origin of cts that 

drive b cell malignancies. We conclude that, in a physiological setting, cts are predominantly 

initiated by Dna-ends from a single Dsb. 

aUthor sUmmary
chromosomal translocations (cts) are mutations in which chromosome segments change 

their position within a chromosome or between non-homologous chromosomes. these 

cts can deregulate gene expression and drive tumor development. studies on cts were 

hampered by the fact that the processes leading to these genetic aberrations are extremely 

rare. consequently, most knowledge on cts is derived from experiments in which Dna double 

strand breaks (Dsbs), the initiators of cts, were artificially induced. however, these results 

may not reflect the actual ct mechanism in a physiological setting. based on re-analyses of 

these experiments, and an exhaustive literature survey on cts in the b cell system, we propose 

a cts model in which a Dna-end from a single Dsb suffices to trigger a ct, which in b cells is 

intentionally induced in an ig locus by the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD). this 

model differs from most popular concepts, which assume that at least two (aiD-induced) Dsbs 

have to co-exist to enable a ct. as this model implies that any spontaneous single Dsbs has the 

potency to initiate a ct, it likely applies to the origin of ct in other tumor types. 
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Initiation of chromosomal translocations
chromosomal translocations are mutations where chromosome segments changed their 

position within a chromosome or between non-homologous chromosomes. oncogenic cts 

activate proto-oncogenes, inactivate tumor suppressors, or produce chimeric oncogenes. 

four models describing how a ct may arise have been proposed: the ‘misrecombination’, 

‘transcription-based’, ‘breakage-first’ and ‘contact-first’ model.1-6 these models can be 

classified according to the number of Dsbs that need to pre-exist before a translocation 

reaction can be initiated. While the ‘contact-first’ and ‘breakage-first’ models require the 

pre-existence of two Dsbs before a translocation reaction can take place, the ‘transcription-

based’ and ‘misrecombination’ models argue that a single Dsb triggers the formation of the 

secondary break. although microhomology is found at fusion sites of cts, large sequence 

homology is lacking, therefore the homology-dependent ‘misrecombination’ model appears 

unlikely.1, 7 likewise, as gene transcription is not a prerequisite for cts, the ‘transcription-based’ 

model can be questioned.8 furthermore, while a single Dsb may suffice in triggering a ct, two 

simultaneous Dsbs will accelerate this process.9 based on these findings, the ‘breakage-first’ 

and ‘contact-first’ models are primarily considered to date.1, 7-8, 10-12 however, the possibility 

that a single Dna-end may elicit a ct has not been excluded. this option deserves further 

consideration in understanding not only the role of aiD in promoting cts in mature b cells, but 

also the origin of cts in general. 

DSBs in Ig genes are scheduled in developing B cells
a feature common to all ct models is that initially at least one Dsb is required as an intermediate 

to enable a ct. in addition to unintentional Dsbs, which can be induced by exogenous or 

endogenous genotoxic stress, b cell development involves the generation of scheduled Dsbs in 

antigen receptor gene loci. in precursor b cells the rag recombinase is transiently expressed to 

generate site-specific Dsbs and enable error-prone recombination of variable (v), diversity (D), 

and joining (J) segments, the molecular basis for the somatic generation of a diverse, clonally 

distributed Ig gene repertoire.13-14 furthermore, in mature, antigen-activated b cells of the 

germinal center (gc), the activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD) is transiently expressed 

to initiate Dsb formation in IgH switch regions to enable class switch recombination.15-17 While 

critical for lymphocyte development, these scheduled Dsbs are intimately linked to the 

frequent acquisition of specific cts involving Ig loci in defined b cell malignancies.1, 18-22 

AID in lymphoma development: Guilty as charged?
in the course of evolution the IgH locus appears to have been genetically and epigenetically 

optimized to enable effective Dsb formation. the IgH locus for example resides in a hyper-

recombinogenic subtelomeric region. in addition, strong IgH enhancer elements and switch 

promoter elements ensure high levels of switch transcripts. the presence of repetitive g/c 

rich elements favors the formation of g stacks and r loops, which are thought to contribute 

to the exceptional accessibility and exposure of ssDna.17 furthermore, these g/c rich regions 

enable the formation of Z structured Dna, a feature that is shared between Ig and a few 
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non-Ig genes.23 this exceptional Dna exposure not only favors spontaneous Dna damage, 

but also targeting by aiD. as aiD induces Dsbs in switch regions, aiD is undoubtedly a ct risk 

factor. in addition, extensive mistargeting of non-Ig genes by aiD activity has been suggested 

to boost cts by generating Dsbs genome-wide. however, the extent by which aiD targets 

throughout the genome is under debate, the number of proposed (off-)targets ranges from a 

couple to several thousands.23-25 to understand the actual contribution of aiD to the origin of 

cts in b cells, we comprehensively (re-) assessed previous genome-wide and whole-genome 

studies on aiD. 

AID targeting throughout the genome has not been measured
a chiP-seq experiment applied on switch activated b cells suggested that aiD binds thousands 

of genes throughout the genome (> 5910 genes).25 if also active at these loci, aiD would 

have the potency to induce somatic mutations and Dsbs throughout the genome. When 

verifying these chiP-seq analyses we found that aiD binding was actually not measured.26 the 

discrepancies between the Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ samples relate to unequal sample preparation: 

while in the Aicda+/+ sample combines three iPs, the Aicda-/- sample originates from a single iP 

(figure s2).27 as a consequence of sonication hypersensitivity of promoters, signal accumulated 

more in promoters in the Aicda+/+ sample, as compared to the Aicda-/- sample (figure 1ab, s1, 

s2). furthermore, when applying DamiD as an independent approach to measure aiD binding 

throughout the genome, specific aiD-Dna interactions were not detected (figure s3). With 

both the fusion (aiD-Dam) and the Dam reference highly similar gamtc methylation footprints 

were obtained. for example, high gamtc methylation loads were observed in open accessible 

promoter regions for both the fusion as well as for Dam (figure 1cD). as specific enrichment of 

aiD at Ig loci was not observed, both chiP-seq and DamiD appear too insensitive to measure 

specific aiD-Dna interactions. taken together, efforts to measure aiD-chromatin interaction 

in vivo have failed, therefore direct evidence for genome-wide aiD targeting is lacking.

Assessing AID as epigenetic eraser
besides its specific role in Ig gene remodeling, aiD has been implicated in active Dna 

demethylation and as a genome-wide Dna-methylation eraser in non-b cells.28-31 after aiD 

deaminates methylated cpgs, the glycosylase mbd4 is proposed to initiate base excision repair 

by removing the thymidine base in the resulting t:g mismatch.32 curiously, an investigation 

of epigenetic programming in murine primordial germ cells led to the proposal that aiD 

is a genome-wide Dna methylation eraser in gene bodies, but not in promoters28, the 

proposed preferential aiD targets.25, 30, 33 Unfortunately, this study did not control for potential 

confounding parameters recently identified in Aicda-/- mice.34 these include the location of 

mbd4 and nanog in a deregulated region around the targeted Aicda-/- locus, which may affect 

developmental outcome. consequently, studies on genome-wide function of aiD in non-b cell 

systems require further validations. in switch activated b cells, in which aiD expression is 

highest, several independent experimental approaches failed to reveal a role for aiD in active 

Dna demethylation and programming.34-35 in summary, there is no conclusive evidence that 

aiD exerts a genome-wide function in Dna demethylation, or is targeted genome-wide. 
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actually, recent studies implicated the tet proteins as the most critical enzymes in active 

Dna demethylation.36-40

Collateral DNA damage by AID
mutational analyses of active genes, amplified from gc b cells isolated from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ 

mice, fueled the concept of genome-wide aiD targeting. these indirect measurements suggest 

that 23 of 118 transcriptionally most active non-Ig genes mutate in an aiD-dependent manner.24 

this group includes Cd83, Pim1, Pax5, and Myc, which were shown to locate in spatial proximity 

to the IgH locus. 41-42 the spatial proximity of genes to Ig light chain loci in gc b cells remains 

to be established. notably, when investigators are defining aiD targets by mutational analyses, 

Figure 1. Distinguishing between binding and accessibility. (a), Promoter alignments of chiP-sequencing 
reads of activated b cells from Aicda-/- (a single immuno-precipitation) and (b), Aicda+/+ mice, a combination 
of three immuno-precipitations. red, cpg-poor promoters; blue, cpg-rich promoters. (c) Promoter 
alignments of methylation footprint of Dam and (D), aiD-Dam. of note, the accessibility distribution may 
affect mutational outcomes as each mutagenic agent has access to these regions. 
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unanticipated confounding variables may bias the interpretation of observed differences 

in mutation load of some genes. for example, given the substantial differences in the 

transcriptome of Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets26, the nuclear organization is likely to differ 

and might have skewed collateral damage measurements. besides comparing the mutation 

load of b cells isolated from Aicda+/+ mice with those of Aicda-/- mice, also mutation loads of 

Aicda+/+/Msh2-/-/Ung2-/- and Igk-AID/Ung2-/- b cells were determined and compared with those 

from Aicda-/- mice. if Dna repair is impaired, mutations are expected to accumulate in highly 

accessible promoter-proximal regions as a consequence of spontaneous cytosine deamination 

throughout development (figure 1). hence, when one compares differences in mutation loads 

of gc b cells from Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+/Msh2-/-/Ung2-/- mice within those regions, additional 

validations are required to assign mutations to aiD.24 furthermore, apart from the absence 

of specific Dna repair pathways, a non-physiological level and duration of aiD expression in 

transgenic mice expressing aiD under the regulatory elements of the igκ locus is likely to skew 

the mutational analyses between Aicda-/- and Igk-AID/Ung2-/- b cells.33 interestingly, however, 

in all comparisons made, genes known to be in spatial proximity to the IgH locus reappeared 

and the rgyW, Wrcy motif is preferentially mutated. of note, aiD-independent mutations 

lack the preferred aiD hotspot motif (rgyW, Wrcy) and may arise as a consequence of several 

confounding processes as Aicda-/- b cells were used as a reference.34 in conclusion, although 

mutational analyses have been useful in providing the first indirect evidence for collateral 

damage by aiD, the number of independently confirmed somatically mutated genes with an 

aiD specific hot spot signature is rather small.

Role of AID in chromosomal translocations
extensive ‘off-targeting’ of aiD might provide an attractive driving force for the generation of 

secondary Dsbs outside Ig loci25, which according to the breakage- and contact-first models 

need to pre-exist before a ct can be initiated. translocation-capture sequencing (tc-seq) 

applied on switch-activated Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cells was used to support this concept.8 

tc-seq induces a Dsb within a targeted i-scei site using retroviral I-SceIRV and Aicdarv expression 

vectors. by comparing c-myc-I-SceI/Aicda-/- and mycI-SceI/AicdaRV; or IgHI-SceI/Aicda+/+ and IgHI-SceI/

AcidaRV, singly transduced b cells were compared to dually transduced b cells. as provirus 

insertion involves the generation of a Dsb and impairs c-nheJ43, these comparisons could 

involve unanticipated confounding effects. moreover, aiD overexpression experiments may 

not be predictive for translocations in a physiological setting.this is indicated by the results 

of high-throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts), a technique similar to 

tc-seq in which a non-viral strategy was followed to induce a Dsb within an i-scei site.7 Using 

this approach, activated b cells from c-myc25xI-SceI/Aicda-/- mice were compared to those of 

myc25xI-SceI/Aicda+/+ mice, thereby ensuring that aiD is expressed at physiological levels. most 

strikingly, amongst the thousands of ct breakpoints identified, only 21 could be defined as 

potentially aiD-dependent and at least a subset of those located in spatial proximity to the igh 

gene.7, 41-42 notably, proximal intra- and inter-chromosomal rearrangements occur virtually as 

frequently in Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cells. in addition, c-myc25xI-SceI/Aicda-/- accumulated virtually 

as many cts as myc25xI-SceI/Aicda+/+ b cells. hence, the relevance of aiD in triggering additional 
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Dsbs downstream of the experimentally induced i-scei break is highly questionable. as the vast 

majority of cts arise independently of aiD, it is unlikely that aiD stimulates cts by inducing Dsbs 

more widely throughout the genome 

Simultaneous DSBs increase the frequency of translocations
Dsbs are highly genotoxic. to prohibit the generation of death signals, a number of repair 

pathways, like non-homolohous end joining (nheJ), alternative end-joining (a-eJ) and 

homologous recombination (hr) exist to ensure that these lesions are repaired efficiently.1 

although Dsbs are normally efficiently repaired, when two Dsbs are experimentally ‘forced’ 

to co-exist in a cell, an ~80-fold increase in ct frequency was observed.9 in addition, 

the relationship between irradiation-induced Dsbs and the formation of chromosomal 

rearrangements appears linear-quadratic4, which further supports that any additional Dsb will 

accelerate a ct reaction (figure 2a). in line with these observations, a ~40-fold increase in the 

rearrangement frequency is observed when aiD induces a second Dsb in one of the active 

IgH switch regions beyond the primary i-scei induced break in Myc.7 thus, in line with the 

contact- and breakage-first ct models, cts preferentially occur when two or more Dsbs are 

‘forced’ to co-exist in a cell.

Single DSBs may induce translocation events
interestingly, non-forced systems suggest that a single Dsb can already provoke a ct event. 

in contrast to high-dose irradiation studies, low-dose gamma irradiation studies indicated a 

linear dose-response relationship between Dsb formation and the formation of chromosomal 

aberrations.4 a linear relationship was independently obtained with mmc induced Dsbs.44 

moreover, the view that two Dsbs need to pre-exist is incompatible with the observations that 

intra- and inter-chromosomal rearrangements do occur most frequently in genomic elements 

located in spatial proximity to the primary Dsb.7-8 if the rate of secondary Dsb formation, that 

occur in spatial proximity to the primary Dsb, has the same rate throughout the genome, these 

genotoxic lesions would accumulate at an extraordinary rate, a scenario incompatible with life. 

Figure 2. first order reaction vs. second order reactions. (a), When considering translocations as a second 
order reaction, which is implied by the ‘breakage first’ and ‘contact first’ model on the origin of cts, two 
breaks need to pre-exist before a translocation reaction takes place. according to these models, one 
expects that any additional Dsb should accelerate the translocation reaction, and result in a disproportional 
increase in the occurrence chromosomal aberrations. (b), a linear increase is expected when a single Dsb 
can provoke a ct event.
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together these findings support the concept that in a non-forced or physiological setting most 

cts are initiated from a single Dsb.

Alternative end-joining and chromosomal translocations
based on the distribution of rearrangement events from the location of the primary Dsb we 

propose a model, where actually a single Dna-end provokes a ct reaction. accordingly, the 

translocation frequency is primarily determined by the frequency at which the two Dna-ends 

of a Dsb are not synapsed or the synapse becomes instable. this possibility is consistent with 

the notion that impaired non-homologous end joining (nheJ) facilitates, i.e. alternative end-

joining (a-eJ) which favors cts is suppressed by nheJ. at the same time microhomology (mh) 

usage, has been identified as a signature of a-eJ driven repair. the high frequency of finding 

extensive mh at junctions of cts implies a link between a-eJ and cts. a shift in the balance 

between nheJ and a-eJ appears to represent an important step in carcinogenesis. although 

the exact contribution of a-eJ to normal cell physiology and the development of cancer remain 

unknown, the increase in cts in nheJ-deficient cells implies that a-eJ is key to cts. recently, 

evidence for a role for ctiP in ct formation through a-eJ has been is provided. ctiP is a Dna 

end-resection factor and involved in homology-directed repair of Dsbs. Depletion of ctiP 

results in a substantial decrease in ct frequency in mouse cells. furthermore, the translocation 

breakpoint junctions from ctiP-depleted cells had significantly lower mh usage, as compared 

to wild-type cells.  if ctiP mediated end resection stimulates mh search in the neighbouring 

Dna end, it is likely that in the absence of the corresponding Dna end (lost synapsis) a similar 

process may get triggered elsewhere in the genome, but preferentially in proximal accessible 

regions. the latter is in accordance with the exponential distribution of cts around the primary 

break site. accordingly, a-eJ may not just be an alternative Dsb repair process, but at the same 

time ctiP-mediated a-eJ may promote ct and simultaneously stimulate alternative Dna end 

generation (a-eg). to complete a ct, the newly generated Dna end is joined to the remaining 

Dna end of the primary break, which likely involves nheJ. if not repaired timely, a domino 

effect may get triggered, explaining the unsolved phenomenon of chromothripsis where also 

extensive mh is observed.

Model
our overview of the literature shows that it is not known whether one or two Dsb need to 

pre-exist before a ct can be initiated. moreover, aiD off-targeting is of minor relevance in 

generating a secondary Dsb downstream of a primary Dsb. this leaves two possibilities for 

the origin of aiD-dependent cts. either, a second aiD-independent Dsb co-exists besides 

the aiD-induced Ig break, or one of the aiD-induced Dsb-ends itself can provoke a ct. here, 

we propose a ct-model where translocations are predominantly initiated from a single Dsb 

(figure 3). in b cells, this Dsb is induced by aiD in one of the Ig loci. if not repaired (or in the case 

of Ig genes, recombined intragenically), one of the Dna-ends preferentially hits chromatin in 

spatial proximity to the primary break site. if a Dna-end is allowed to migrate within the nuclear 

space5, also distant genomic regions can be hit. During the following ct reaction chromosomes 

are rearranged while simultaneously another Dna end is generated de novo at the target site. 
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Figure 3. chromosomal translocations initiated by a single Dna-end. according to this chromosomal 
translocation model a single Dna-break end is sufficient in initiating a translocation reaction at an accessible 
Dna region. Proximal intrachromosomal rearrangements dominate (i). the frequency to become involved 
in an interchromosomal translocations is highest for genes in spatial proximity to the Dna break (ii), and 
lower for distal genes (iii). local Dna accessibility and modifiability are proposed to skew the translocation 
risk to specific genomic elements, like tss-proximal regions, as indicated with arrow.

the latter may be repaired conventionally with the remaining Dna-end of the primary break 

site to complete a reciprocal ct, or the newly generated Dna-end could trigger a domino 

effect, which might explain the phenomenon of chromothripsis.45-46 this model implies that 

a single Dsb, like a scheduled Dsb in IgH genes, already provides a strong oncogenic risk. in 

an exceptional case aiD may induce a Dsb in a gene in spatial proximity to the IgH locus by 

collateral damage and thereby provoke a ct. 
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sUPPlemental figUres

Figure S1. Preferential binding of aiD at stalled promoters has not been measured. (a), based on the authors’ 
definitions of aiD targets and promoter classifications, it appeared that aiD would have a preference for 
stalled promoters. however, when excluding the unclassified promoters from the analysis, (b), only a small 
preference remained, which in the absence of true biological replicates, lacks any significance.
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Figure S2. consequence of 
unequal library preparation on 
sequence library compositions 
and defining putative aiD 
binding sites. (a), When 
performing an immune-
precipitation on cross-linked 
Dna, accessible genomic 
elements (shown in red), 
like promoters, accumulate 
background signal27(figure 
1ab) while inaccessible regions 
remain underrepresented. 
(b), when combining three 
independent iPs25, background 
signal will preferentially 
accumulate within accessible 
regions, while leaving the 
signal in inaccessible genomic 
elements relatively low. When 

normalizing both the reference (Aicda-/-) and experiment sample (Aicda+/+) to library size (as performed 
by the authors) and subsequently determine the difference in signal, background signal will be falsely 
assigned as aiD target in accessible regions. in line with this notion, besides promoter regions, also other 
accessible regions were falsely interpreted as potential aiD targets. notably, a linear normalization did not 
reveal any aiD binding site, as shown previously.26 
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Figure S3. DamiD failed to reveal aiD chromatin binding sites. aiD-Dam fusion retains aiD activity. 3t3-ntZ 
indicator cells47 were infected with empty vector (a) aiD (b) or aiD-Dam (c). twelve days after infection 
the frequency of gfP expressing revertants was measured by flow cytometry. numbers within the dot plots 
indicate percentages. (D), ma-plot of DamiD datasets. m is plotted against a (log2(aiDDam) + log2(Dam)). 
Probes covering the ighm gene are shown in red. 
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boX 1: Potential variables confoUnDing the 
comParison betWeen AICDA-/- anD AICDA+/+ mice
the Aicda-/- mice originate from es cells derived from c57bl/6 -cba f1 blastocysts, of which 

the cba derived Aicda allele at chr6:f1 was targeted.34 hereafter, germline competent 

chimeras Aicda-/- mice were independently backcrossed to a c57bl/6 background by 

different laboratories for various generations. in general, cells obtained from these ‘putative 

congenic’ Aicda-/- mice are compared with those of Wt c57bl/6 (Aicda+/+) to reveal aiD 

dependent phenotypes. to explore a role for aiD in programming differentiating b cells 

we applied rna-seq on Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- in non-gc, naïve, gc and activated b cells. 

however, we unexpectedly discovered three major confounding variables.

•	 Aicda-/- mice are not fully congenic. genes located within the conserved 26 mbps 

segment around the Aicda locus (chr6:e2-g1) were overrepresented among the top 

differentially expressed genes between Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ activated and gc b cells. 

the same region is also overrepresented among differential genes of naive b cells, in 

which aiD is not expressed. these results, taken together with the fact that snPs from 

the cba background were conserved exactly within this region of the Aicda-/- mice, 

discloses that this region is aiD independent deregulated. a  crossover within this 

segment is rare, and deregulation of this region appears a general problem.34 

•	 germinal center development. Aicda-/- mice have an enlarged pool of gc b cells. 

Unbiased gene ontology (go) analysis on activated- and gc b cells of Aicda-/- and 

Aicda+/+ mice revealed that the 4 (out of 7) most significant go terms are linked to 

development (fDr < 0.02). this difference is adding another confounding variable, 

next to the region on chr6:e2-g1 when comparing gc b cells isolated from Aicda-/- and 

Aicda+/+ mice.34 

•	 individual genes relevant for aiD biology (table s1). genes of general interest 

were found to be differentially expressed. as expected, many elements within the 

immunoglobulin heavy chain gene, and immunoglobulin kappa locus, are differential. 

moreover, in non-gc b cells 70 genes, and in gc b cells 352 genes, appear differential 

(cut-off fDr < 0.1) between Aicda+/+ and Aicda-/- mice (when genes within chr6:e2-g1 

are excluded). of note, many genes found differential in non-gc are also differential 

in gc b cells (75%). the group of these consistently differentially expressed genes 

included previously proposed aiD damaged targets (including Cd83, Myc and Mir-142) 

or other genes of interest (Rag1, Apobec2, Bcl2).34
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Table S1. selection of genes differentially expressed between different Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets

Gene GROUP* logFC** logCPM*** Pvalue FDR

apobec1

ngc -0.5614 63 208 0.0361 1

nve -0.7035 62 811 0 0

gcs -0.7491 83 626 9,00e-4 0.0936

act -0.5641 70 046 0 0

cd83

ngc -0.809 94 587 0.0013 0.3375

nve 0.006 80 418 0.9002 1

gcs -0.7643 93 832 8,00e-4 0.0842

act 0.1195 93 122 0.0285 0.2092

btg1

ngc -0.1869 95 375 0.4835 1

nve 0.1361 97 429 0.3069 1

gcs -0.3315 79 144 0.1716 1

act 0.1394 69 106 0.0227 0.1803

blk

ngc -0.0575 94 252 0.8266 1

nve -0.0093 92 438 0.9591 1

gcs -0.1441 89 504 0.502 1

act -0.1582 48 904 0.0189 0.161

cd79a

ngc -0.1101 107 329 0.6471 1

nve 0.1661 111 573 0.1813 0.9977

gcs -0.3021 96 721 0.192 1

act 0.1876 89 833 5,00e-4 0.0113

cd79b

ngc -0.2917 117 681 0.2415 1

nve 0.1561 110 095 0.1772 0.9933

gcs -0.0655 111 959 0.7327 1

act 0.1909 95 797 7,00e-4 0.0138

syk

ngc -0.0103 104 683 0.9558 1

nve -0.1357 106 182 0.2357 1

gcs -0.1681 102 288 0.4404 1

act 0.2955 8 155 0 0

Pax5

ngc -0.2552 89 137 0.3574 1

nve -0.131 84 329 0.2286 1

gcs -0.3387 88 794 0.0906 1

act 0.2382 73 306 0 9,00e-4

myc

ngc -0.5542 65 084 0.0407 1

nve 0.0039 61 569 0.9907 1

gcs -0.7448 58 034 0.0011 0.1112

act -0.0208 75 896 0.5084 0.8394

fas

ngc -0.3616 30 542 0.2165 1

nve -11 113 30 306 0 0

gcs -0.212 74 872 0.3364 1

act 0.071 55 366 0.3146 0.7127

Junb

ngc -0.8113 65 528 0.0048 0.7678

nve 0.2566 69 883 0.036 0.5587

gcs -0.712 64 234 0.0012 0.1158

act -0.0844 78 964 0.0369 0.2448
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Table S1. selection of genes differentially expressed between different Aicda-/- and Aicda+/+ b cell subsets

Gene GROUP* logFC** logCPM*** Pvalue FDR

mir142

ngc -12 556 18 668 6,00e-4 0.1941

nve 0.5699 37 796 0 0.0018

gcs -0.7693 0.3174 0.0766 1

act -0.0205 21 144 0.7912 0.9589

ccnd2

ngc 0.5257 70 443 0.0426 1

nve 0.1894 63 359 0.1306 0.9247

gcs -0.995 47 864 0 0.0097

act 0.2396 101 262 0 4,00e-4

socs1

ngc -0.5041 30 125 0.0723 1

nve -0.8619 23 725 0 2,00e-4

gcs -0.1154 43 336 0.5398 1

act 0.2226 52 215 0.0033 0.0459

gadd45g

ngc -12 735 51 227 0 0.0031

nve 0.1843 45 569 0.1633 0.9803

gcs -10 683 24 436 2,00e-4 0.0273

act -0.1772 62 952 0.0038 0.052

mbd4

ngc 0.781 53 595 0.0037 0.6575

nve 0.5432 57 195 0 0.0021

gcs 0.4523 80 137 0.0451 1

act 0.5408 43 176 0 0

tet1

ngc 12 638 2 452 1,00e-4 0.0312

nve 0.2724 2 614 0.0916 0.8263

gcs -0.7002 -0.0742 0.2105 1

act 0.2512 29 238 0.0188 0.1603

tet2

ngc 0.3592 57 528 0.1435 1

nve -0.1233 63 597 0.2833 1

gcs -0.2223 41 541 0.3519 1

act -0.174 77 297 0.0013 0.0222

rag1
ngc 19 544 12 974 0 0.0017

gcs 34 891 -0.7992 0 0.0034

*groUP: ngc (non-germinal center b cells); nve (naive b cells);gcs (germinal center b cells); act 
(activated b cells).
**logfc: logfc between aicda-/- and aicda+/+ subset
***logcPm: log2(counts per million sequence reads) (r package edger)
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sUmmary
cancer is caused by an accumulation of somatic Dna mutations. knowledge on the cause and 

consequence of these mutations is essential for an effective prevention, diagnosis, prognosis 

and treatment of cancer. our research focused on b cell non-hodgkin lymphomas. these 

lymphomas are derived from germinal centers. germinal centers are defined histological 

structures that develop during an immune response in secondary lymphatic tissues such as 

of lymph nodes, spleens or Peyer’s Patches. Within the germinal center, b cells activated by 

cognate antigen undergo a critical development phase during which a Dna mutator system is 

turned on in order to mutate antibody-encoding genes with an extremely high frequency. While 

this intentional mutagenesis process is of great importance for an effective immune response, 

it brings great risks. Disruption or aberrant targeting of this mutagenesis system may lead to 

genetic instability and the development of b-cell lymphomas. by investigating Dna binding 

profiles of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (aiD), a protein central in this mutagenesis 

process, we aimed to answer the following questions: how specific is the mutagenesis process 

targeted throughout the genome? Which (onco)genes are unintentionally mutated by aiD? 

how does aiD contribute to genetic instability and especially chromosomal translocations? 

chromosomal translocations are genomic mutations that occur when a Dna segment is 

moved from one chromosome to another (or within a chromosome). these chromosomal 

translocations lead to deregulation of specific genes characteristic for well-defined b cell non-

hodgkin lymphomas.

the work described in this thesis is partly focused on clarifying the targeting specificity 

of aiD. it is well established that aiD initiates mutations in immunoglobulin genes to improve 

immunity. given the mutagenic potential of aiD, a central question in the aiD-field relates to the 

specificity of aiD binding and activity throughout the genome. chiP-seq is a technique which 

can determine the genomic binding sites of a protein of interest (here aiD). as described in 

chapter 2, chiP-seq datasets were obtained and analyzed by a different laboratory. the authors 

concluded that aiD binds to thousands of genes. as we had gathered collected results that 

contradicted this finding, we re-analyzed the chiP-seq data and reveal that their conclusions 

were premature. therefore, at present there is no direct evidence supporting that aiD binds 

and/or is active across the entire genome.

experiments in several laboratories suggested that aiD has a genome-wide function in 

programming cells by active Dna demethylation. given the many transcriptional alterations at 

the transition from naïve to gc b cells we tested whether aiD has also a role in the programming 

of b cells. in chapter 3 we report that aiD has no role in b cell programming. surprisingly, 

however, a large number of genes were found to be artificially deregulated in b cells of Aicda-/- 

mice, i.e. mice in which the gene encoding aiD is rendered non-functional. these deregulations 

relate to an artificial inactivation of aiD, and not aiD itself. because these mice were used in most 

studies on aiD, these findings may have far-reaching consequences on previous conclusions 

made in the aiD-field, including its impact on the origin of b cell non-hodgkin lymphomas.

the concept that aiD can bind throughout the genome has been to a large extent based 

on experiments that required ‘next-generation sequencing’ (ngs) technologies, which provide 

complex data sets. the analysis of these data is not trivial when compared with conventional 
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molecular biology techniques. in chapter 4, we therefore have a developed checklist that 

enables to value ngs-based results in a relative simple manner. We have applied this checklist 

on studies that claim that aiD binds throughout the genome. We conclude that apart from the 

phenomena of collateral damage, none of these studies provided solid evidence for extensive 

genome targeting by aiD. in line with this notion the number of independently confirmed aiD 

targets is rather low.

given that aiD activity is largely restricted to immunoglobulin genes our investigation 

focused on the question of how translocations occur in b cells. other laboratories reported 

that, in addition to Dna accessibility, transcriptional activity of a gene associates with 

the translocation risk. in Chapter 5, we address the question whether the transcription 

or accessibility determines the translocation risk in active genes. our study is the first to 

demonstrate that the Dna accessibility determines the translocation risk in active genes.

studies on the origin of chromosomal translocations have long been limited by the fact 

that these genetic alteration occur relatively infrequent and are therefore difficult to study. 

as a result, most of what we know about chromosomal translocations has been obtained from 

experiments in which Dna breaks, the initiators of chromosomal translocations, are forced. 

although informative, these studies may not reflect the physiological mechanism by which 

translocations actually occur. based on analyses as presented in this thesis, and a critical 

literature study, we propose a new translocation model in chapter 6. this model proposes that a 

single-end Dna from a Dsb suffices to initiate a chromosomal translocation. in b cells, this Dna 

end would be obtained by an aiD induced Dsb within an immunoglobulin locus. our model 

differs from the currently predominant models proposing that at least two (aiD generated) 

Dna breaks must pre-exist before a translocation can take place. because this model implies 

that any spontaneous obtained Dna Dsb can initiate a translocation, this model also applies to 

chromosomal translocation in other tumors.
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neDerlanDse samenvatting
kanker wordt veroorzaakt door een accumulatie van somatische mutaties in het Dna. kennis 

over oorzaak en gevolg van deze mutaties is noodzakelijk voor een doeltreffende preventie, 

diagnose, prognose en behandeling van kanker. ons onderzoek heeft zich gericht op b cel non-

hodgkin lymfomen. Deze lymfomen ontstaan uit kiemcentra. kiemcentra zijn gedefinieerd 

als histologische structuren die tijdens een immuunrespons ontwikkelen in secundaire 

lymfatische weefsels zoals lymfeknopen, milt of Peyer's Patches. binnen kiemcentra worden 

b cellen geactiveerd. Deze b cellen ondergaan vervolgens een kritische ontwikkelingsfase: 

een Dna mutator mechanisme wordt ingeschakeld om antilichaam-coderende genen met 

een zeer hoge frequentie te muteren. naast het feit dat dit mutagenese mechanisme van 

groot belang is voor een effectieve immuunrespons, brengt het ook grote risico's met zich 

mee. Wanneer dit plaatsvindt op andere posities in het genoom kan dit bijvoorbeeld leiden tot 

genetische instabiliteit en de ontwikkeling van lymfomen. Door het onderzoeken van Dna-

bindings profielen van activatie-geïnduceerde cytidine deaminase (aiD), een eiwit dat een 

centrale rol vervult in dit mutagenese proces, hebben we geprobeerd om de volgende vragen 

te beantwoorden: hoe specifiek is dit mutagenese mechanisme in het genoom? Welke (onco)

genen worden onbedoeld gemuteerd door aiD? hoe draagt aiD bij aan genetische instabiliteit 

en chromosomale translocaties? chromosomale translocaties zijn mutaties die plaatsvinden 

wanneer een Dna-segment van de ene naar de andere chromosoom verplaatst (of binnen een 

chromosoom). Deze translocaties kunnen leiden tot deregulering van specifieke genen en zijn 

kenmerkend voor b-cel non-hodgkin lymfomen.

het werk zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift is er mede op gericht bindingsspecificiteit van 

aiD te definiëren. het staat vast dat aiD mutaties die geïnitieerd zijn in immunoglobuline genen 

de immuniteit te verbeteren. gezien de mutagene capaciteit van aiD, is een centrale vraag in het 

aiD-veld, hoe specifiek aiD over het gehele genoom bindt en actief is. chiP-seq is een techniek 

die de genomische bindingsplaatsen van een eiwit (hier aiD) kan bepalen. Zoals beschreven 

in hoofdstuk 2, werd chiP-seq data verkregen en geanalyseerd door een ander laboratorium. 

De auteurs concludeerden dat aiD bindt aan duizenden genen. We hadden echter resultaten 

verzameld die deze conclusies tegengespraken. Daarom hebben we de chiP-seq data opnieuw 

geanalyseerd en tonen aan dat hun conclusies voorbarig waren. Derhalve ontbreekt op dit 

moment direct bewijs dat aiD over het gehele genoom bindt en/of is actief is.

experimenten in verschillende laboratoria suggereerden dat aiD een functie heeft in de 

programmering van embryonale cellen door actieve Dna demethylering. gezien de vele 

transcriptionele veranderingen bij de overgang van naïve- tot geactiveerde b cellen hebben we 

onderzocht of aiD hier een rol in speelt. in hoofdstuk 3 beschrijven we dat dit niet het geval is. 

echter, we observeerden dat een groot aantal genen ontregeld waren in b cellen van Aicda-/- 

muizen (in deze muizen is het gen coderend voor aiD niet functioneel). Deze deregulering 

vind zijn oorsprong in de wijze waarop het aiD is geïnactiveerd, en wordt niet veroorzaakt 

door het verlies van aiD functie. omdat deze muizen werden gebruikt in de meeste studies 

aan aiD, kunnen deze bevindingen verstrekkende gevolgen voor eerdere conclusies in 

het aiD-onderzoeksgebied en hoe er wordt gedacht over de oorsprong van de b cel non-

hodgkin lymfomen.
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het concept dat aiD over het hele genoom bindt is in grote mate gebaseerd op 'next-

generation sequencing "(ngs) technologieën. De analyse van deze ngs-data is complex in 

vergelijking met gebruikelijke moleculair biologische technieken. in hoofdstuk 4 hebben 

we een checklist ontwikkeld die het mogelijk maakt om op een relatief snelle en eenvoudige 

manier ngs resultaten op waarde te schatten. We hebben deze checklist toegepast op alle 

studies waarin wordt beweerd dat aiD over het hele genoom bindt. We concluderen dat, 

afgezien van de verschijnselen van zogenaamde collaterale schade, geen van deze studies 

een solide bewijs leverde voor wijdverspreide targeting van aiD over het genoom. het aantal 

onafhankelijk bevestigde aiD targets is als gevolg relatief klein.

na bepaling van het feit dat aiD binding en activiteit grotendeels beperkt is tot 

immunoglobuline genen, heeft ons onderzoek zich gericht op de vraag hoe chromosomale 

translocaties ontstaan in b-cellen. andere laboratoria hebben gerapporteerd dat, naast 

Dna toegankelijkheid, ook de transcriptionele activiteit van een gen geassocieerd is met 

translocatie risico. in hoofdstuk 5 gaan we in op de vraag of het de transcriptie dan wel de Dna 

toegankelijkheid is die het translocatie risico bepaalt. onze studie is de eerste die aantoont 

dat het de Dna toegankelijkheid is die het translocatie risico bepaalt in transcriptioneel-

actieve genen.

studies over de oorsprong van chromosomale translocaties zijn lang beperkt gebleven 

door het feit dat deze genetische veranderingen relatief zeldzaam voorkomen en daarom 

moeilijk te bestuderen zijn. als gevolg is het grootste deel van de huidige kennis over 

chromosomale translocaties verkregen uit experimenten waarbij Dna-breuken, de initiators 

van chromosomale translocaties, experimenteel werden geforceerd. hoewel informatief, zijn 

deze studies mogelijk geen afspiegeling van het fysiologische mechanisme van translocaties. 

op basis van analyses zoals gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift, en een kritische literatuurstudie, 

stellen we een nieuw translocatie model voor in hoofdstuk 6. Dit model stelt dat een enkel Dna-

uiteinde, ontstaan na een Dna breuk, volstaat om een chromosomale translocatie te initiëren. 

in b cellen zou een Dna uiteinde kunnen ontstaan als gevolg van een aiD geïnduceerde Dna 

breuk in de immunoglobuline locus. ons model onderscheidt zich van andere modellen 

die beschrijven dat tenminste twee (aiD geïnduceerde) Dna breuken nodig zijn voor een 

chromosomale translocatie. omdat dit model impliceert dat elk spontaan verkregen Dna 

breuk een translocatie kan initiëren, is dit model ook geldig voor chromosomale translocaties 

in andere typen tumoren.
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alle conceptuele discussies over translocaties! Tim en Hellen, het was gezellig en succes met 

jullie verdere promotietraject! Marleen, de labmoeder, die wet-lab mensen moeten inderdaad 

hun zooi een keer opruimen! Erika, thanks for your input and contribution to a nice working 

atmosphere! Hans, het is er nog niet van gekomen, maar we gaan nog een keer fietsen, beloofd! 

i also would like to thank the rest of h3, for the cakes and for the great time being their! 
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De eerste vier jaar heb ik met alle plezier op de Immunology afdeling vertoefd. beste Jannie, 

bedankt voor alle support, en voor het delen van jouw inzichten over de wonderlijke wereld 

die wetenschap heet! Rogier veel gelachen en ideeën uitgewisseld over van alles en nog wat. 

succes met alles en we houden zeker contact! Bert, ik ben heel erg benieuwd wat je straks 

gaat laten zien in de states, we houden contact! Evert, gatekeeper van de goede werksfeer 

en de beste gangmaker van het nki (ook vaak letterlijk op de gang)! Silvia, e ‘stato divertente 

lavorare. insieme con i vostri buona fortuna con la tua ricerca! Andreas, the cyling trips and 

dinners were both exhausting but definitely great and fun! many will follow! Joost, mimi, ook jij 

veel succes met alles! i would also like to thank the rest of the Immunology department, for the 

great time i had during the time being there!

De technologieën als beschreven in dit proefschrift zijn relatief complex. om die toe te 

kunnen passen hebben een aantal mensen essentiële bijgedragen geleverd. Bas, tijdens 

de besprekingen die we de eerste anderhalf jaar hadden ventileerde jij duidelijk het kritisch 

kader waarbinnen gedacht moest worden in bioinformatica gerelateerd onderzoek. Dit is 

een belangrijk fundament voor dit proefschrift geworden, waarvoor vele male dank! Ludo, ik 

heb je eigenlijk nooit kunnen bedanken voor je initiële hulp om “r” eigen te maken. bij deze! 

Arno, bedankt voor alle support in data processing en analyse de laatste jaren. succes met al 

het vele werk in de toekomst! ook Sanne, Iris, Roel, Wim, Shan, en Ron bedankt voor al jullie 

onmisbare support!

voor een aantal experimenten moesten er ook heel wat cellen gesorteerd worden. Dat hebben 

Frank en Anita steeds weer gedaan. Waarvoor dank! Kees bedankt voor het advies dat jullie 

gegeven hebben. het waren korte gesprekken, maar die waren minstens zo inzichtvol en 

essentieel om mijn volgende stap te kunnen zetten. bedankt! Erik, na tripje schotland, is het is 

ons dan toch gelukt te borrelen! succes met de laatste loodjes! 

Dan wil ik een aantal vrienden in willekeurige volgorde bedanken voor de buitengewone 

interesse die ze in mijn onderzoek toonden, maar vooral voor de welkome afleidingen. Willem, 

met jouw enorme drive, en uitzonderlijke vermogen om op natuurlijke wijze in diverse kringen 

te bewegen, kijk ik met veel interesse uit wat jij allemaal in de toekomst gaat betekenen en 

neerzetten! Jochem, jou niets ontziende relativeringsvermogen is ongeëvenaard, werkt erg 

ontnuchterend, en heeft al voor een rijke verzameling aan anekdotes gezorgd! We komen snel 

weer eens langs! Jasper, nu ik een boek geschreven heb, ben jij aan de beurt om je gedachtes op 

papier te zetten! ik ben zeer benieuwd naar jouw eerste isbn nummer! succes! Emiel, geestelijk 

vader van de reis naar oekraïne, het was fantastisch! ben benieuwd welk project je nu gaat 

initiëren! Ygor, lees het proefschrift rustig door, en we hebben het er later even over! Walter, 

mD, PhD en sUv, what’s next? Gert-Jan, kijk met bewondering naar je hoe je met jou integriteit 

zo ver weet te schoppen in de trust sector! Stoop, jouw immer goede humeur, en gevoel voor 

humor is ongeëvenaard, en een altijd een welkome afleiding! koop een racefiets, dan gaan 

we toeren! Maarten, wanneer mogen we je Weber eens écht testen! Jurjen, ons muizenhuis 

kan wel een goede muizendokter gebruiken! Martijn, jij gaat nooit je verantwoordelijkheid 
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uit de weg, en met jouw ondernemende en vrije geest ben ik erg benieuwd wat er van jou 

terechtkomt! Uiteraard wil ik ook nog de aanhang van alle boven genoemden bedanken! 

Jos, wij weten de ingrediënten van succes: instant-koffie en frituur gerelateerd avondeten, en 

dat het liefst in een tl-buis verlichte kantine! Zowel het dineren als de koffie zijn een stuk beter 

geworden, maar de essentie blijft hetzelfde! ik ben benieuwd naar je volgende stap! Toon, 

bedankt voor je professionele ontgroening en voor de tip om aan het nki te gaan promoveren! 

Luuk, ik bewonder je positieve en energieke levensinstelling, we komen snel weer eens langs! 

ook andere leden van het dispuut bedankt! Zoals jullie ongetwijfeld zullen lezen is mijn nooit 

aflatende afwezigheid niet voor niets geweest! 

Dan wil ik uiteraard ook nog mijn familie bedanken. allereerst Ronald. op deze planeet is er 

niemand te vinden die genetisch meer op mij lijkt dan jij! het is dan ook leuk om te zien hoeveel 

wij op bepaalde punten zo ontzettend op elkaar lijken, maar op andere punten zo van elkaar 

verschillen! bewonder je bereidheid om keer op keer het onderste uit de kan te halen om jouw 

persoonlijke droom werkelijkheid te laten worden. het gaat je goed, broertje! Sanne, de trip 

door oman was een fantastische ervaring! moge er nog vele tripjes volgen! Jorn, na berekening 

dragen wij ~25% dezelfde genen! De tijd zal leren welke daarvan recessief of dominant zijn! Je 

gaat in ieder geval met een mooie lach de toekomst tegemoet!

Liesbeth en Pim, ook jullie wil ik bedanken voor de nooit aflatende interesse, etentjes, en 

culturele activiteiten! Die waren altijd meer dan welkom! 

Pa, nu ik beter begrijp wat het precies inhoudt heb ik nog meer bewondering gekregen voor 

je wetenschappelijke carrière! overigens bleek de running joke tijdens het klussen op de 

geuzenstraat profetisch voor mijn proefschrift: ‘Meten is weten!’, maar… ‘Alleen als je weet wat 

je meet!’. hoofdstuk 2 is daarom voor jou! Ma, jouw filosofische kijk op zaken, bescheidenheid, 

en ondogmatische blik zijn uniek. ook het goede luisteren en de snelheid waarmee je 

verschillende perspectieven kunt overwegen vind ik erg waardevolle eigenschappen en is 

een voorbeeld voor velen, in ieder geval voor mij! Daarom is hoofdstuk 6 voor jou! Pa en ma, 

beadnkt voor alles!

lieve Edith. ik mag dagelijks van jouw positieve levenshouding genieten. Je bent het ultieme 

medicijn tegen cynisme en negativisme! op alle fronten ben je zoekend naar, en werkend 

aan, de integere en juiste weg naar voren. Je blijft onder alle omstandigheden dicht bij jezelf, 

en naast je uitzonderlijke assertiviteit ben je in staat om in het moment te leven en ervan te 

genieten! We hebben samen deze periode volbracht tot een mooi einde, en wat komen gaat 

wordt alleen nog maar beter!!!
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